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Ten Feet of Water Was Too But No One Shed Tears and Evidence of Terrible Struggle in Reduction on Raw Material is to Must Fight Policeman Before Accident Occurred Near Scene Both of Them to Tell Committee
Bed Room at the Hotel
Thirty-Fiv- e
Per Cent Ad
Public Can Stop the
of Disaster to Great NorthResignation is Promptly
Much for Stream Gage at
What They Know about
v.
Bloomfield.
Valorem.
.
Iroquois.
ern Liner
Accepted.
Looting.
Steel and Finance
Captain Fred Fornoff of the New Special to the New Mexican.
Mexico Mounted Police has gone to
Washington, D. C, July 27. ChairHillsboro, Sierra county, and it Is ru- man Smith said: "Incessant agitation
mored that he has been called there
the last year for the revision
to Investigate a murder. No details during
wool schedule of the Payne
of
the
of the crime have been received here.
tariff law hps already cost the people
At Clovis.
Superintendent J. B. Clark of the de- one hundred million dollars. Seventy-fpartment of education has gone to Clo- ive
per cent of this loss has fallen
vis where he will spend a day or two upon labor."'
inspecting schools.
New Mexico's loss is in the milPostal Matters.
lions. The LaFollette wool amendLewis H. Pritchett of Aden, N.
ment of forty per cent was defeated
been commissioned a postmaster 64 to 14. The House bill was deat Aden.
feated. Upon agreement the LaFol'.,
Deming Road.
lette amendment was reconsidered. It
The territorial engineer has receiv- reduces the duty on raw wool to thirty-ed word that the Deming road has five
per cent ad valorem. (Same as
been dragged and it Is declared to' be the Bailey amendment rejected yes"
In fine shape.
;
terday.) The bill passed 48 to 32. In
For the Treasury.
conference the House bill of twenty
;' Territorial Treasurer M. AT Otero per cent ad valorem will be passed.
has' received the sum $43.25 front
President Taft will veto the wool
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P. Ga- bill. He will also veto the Farmer's
Free List Bill.
ble for the treasury.
The Senate committee on territories
Gage Went on Strike.
W. B, Freeman of the hydrographic. will meet on Friday to pass on the
survey reports that the stream meas- Senate bill to give 250,000 acres to
uring gage at Bloomfield on the San the New Mexico University, and also
Juan river recorded a depth of ten authorizing an issue of $100,000.
Delegate Andrews consulted the
feet and then went on a strike. It
floated away with rafters to which it President today on statehood. He left
was lashed, as the cloudburst was evi- the White House smiling and con
dently more than it could stand. The tented, but would not talk for publi
gage has been found and will be re- cation.
LaFollette Startles' Senate.
installed.
vv
'Washington, D. C, July 27. Sena
Mounted Police Arrest Bootlegger.;
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez, tor LaFollette startled the Senate to
has arrested Jose Quesa at Cold day when he declared he had heard
there "was a little performance to
Springs, in the Zuni mountains, Valencia county, for selling liquor to day to defeat all real tariff legisla
the Navajo Indians. Quasa had eight tion; that a number of high protec
tion Republicans had agreed to vote
gallons of whiskey in his possession for the
Democratic House wool bill,
when arrested and appeared to be a
sure that its excessively low duties
in
held
was
saloon.
$250
He
traveling
bail for the Valencia county grand would justify a veto by the President."
Arraigns Tariff Board.
,
jury.
The department of education has Senator LaFollette also took occa
issued the following teachers' certifi- sion to arraign the present operation
of the tariff board, charging that incates:
fluences had been at work in the board
First Grade.
to suppress certain facts in regard
Santa Fe county W. O. Kays of to the
'manufacture of print paper in
Venus;" Mamie E. Siceloff of Moriarty. this country.
':
Grace
Bernalillo county
Grimmer,
Makers Conspire.
Paper
Albuquerque; Reta B. Matthews,
He said he believed there were men
Marie L. Parrish, Albuquer-que- . on the tariff board who were
working
for the high purpose of serving the
Second Grade.
public, "but that the" report on the
Santa Fe county Eleanor C. Alme-dia- , paper making industry showed that
Margaret Cunningham, Mrs. Perry somewhere there had been influences
Ferguson, Annie Mae Flowers, Chas. exerted to leave the report in confu
H. Gooch, Lillie Hammer, Ada J. Har- sion so that the print paper manu
vey, Donovan Mettabarger, Lucy Or- facturers could go on getting exces
tiz, Flossie Sanford, Aimee Wittman, sive beneflts, assessing the buyers
Alice M. Wright
of print paper 'for their own short
Bernalillo county Loretta Bratton, comings."
Irene Burke, Josephine Creel, Isabel
He said the tables prepared by the
Connelly, Mrs. W. P. Cannon, Eva tariff board did not shew the true re
Marshall, Evelyn Sturdevant, Samuel lation between the paper manufacM. Smith, Rhoda Swayne,
Margaret turers and the timber holding com
Sadler, Mrs. Lillian Sallie, Clara panies.
The paper business thought it had
Thompson, Mrs. D. B. Thomas.
V Third Grade.
its business so hedged that the tariff
Santa Fe county May Caldwell,
board could not find out the facts and
De Aguero; Julia De Aguero; it threw its doors wide open to the
Ramon Gonzales; Miguel C. Jaramll-lo- ; Investigators.
Frances Martinez; Natividad J.
Caught By Accident.
Martinez, Santiago Martinez, Manuel
According to 'the books, the papei
Jose D. makers were losing money. 'By acciM. Montoya, Ruby Roibal,
Silva, Jose Villanueva, Elvira
dent, the investigators got the full in
Anita Bergere, Josephine Cun- formation regarding the paper mak
;
ningham, Louise Dockwiller, Theo- ing industry. v.
dore RoybaL Hazel Sanford, Anita
Senator LaFollette did not attempt
Silva.
to place the blame for the confusion
. Bernalillo county
Mrs. Mary
in
report but said
L. M. Mathls, Mae Madole.
he was "investigating the matter."
Cotton Bill Reported.
,
"
Washington, D. C, July 27. The Un
five killed; seventy ...
injured in wreck. derwood to cotton revision bill was re
the House today by Chair
ported,
o man Underwood
of the ways and
Excursion Train Rushes Headlong
means committee but debate was post
Freight at Hamilton, North
Carolina.
poned until tomorrow to permit the
M-h-

as

,

;l

.

"
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CBy Special Leased Wire to- New Mexican)
.Hamilton, N. C July 27. Five peo

Republicans to file a minority report
from the comittee.
v
Bailey Resigns In a Huff.
Washington, D. C, July 27. Because he does not believe in the Senate's method of taking testimony in
investigations, Senator Bailey; today
resigned from the committee on privileges and elections. He made no explanation to the Senate and the resignation was accepted without com.

ple were killed and between fifty and
seventy-fiv- e
injured, many of whom
will die, when an excursion train from
Durham, N. C, on the Seaboard Air
Line railroad, bound for Charlotte,
rushed head on into a freight train
in the yards at this place today. All
the dead and practically all the Injured, are negroes.
ment.
.

Seven Killed.
Norfolk, Va., July 27. At the gener-a-l LORIMER INVESTIGATION
offices of the Seaboard Air Line
TAKES A NEW TACK.
Railway at Portsmouth this afternoon,
It was said that seven person were The Son of a
Briber,
kilted in the excursion train wreck at
a Banker, on Witness
and
forty, injured.
Hamlet,
Stand.

'
BIG BAREHAND CATCHER
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, to. ,C... Julv 27. A new
DIES SUDDENLY.
line of investigation was begun today
Y. Radcliffe, Famous In Bats- - Derore the Senate Lortmer committee
John
'when HerscUeU D. Holstlaw,. son of
ball Lore, Succumbs at Age
State Senator D. W. Holstlaw, of the
of 63 Years. "
"

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Ocean City, N. J., July 27. John
T. Radcliffe, famous as a baseball
player fn the sixties and early seven
ties, died suddenly af the Ocean City
Yacht Club here yesterday. He was
3 years old. Radcliffe was a member
rf the celebrated Athletics, of Phil
, delphia,' playing as pitcher and short
stop. He was regarded as one of the
great barehand catchers of his time.
Radcliffe lived in Camden, N. X, and
after retiring from baseball became
,
poultry man.

Illinois legislature that elected Senator Lorimer. took the witness stand.
It was Senator Holstlaw who con
fessed to receiving $2,500 and $700
from Senator Broderick after the Lorimer election for what purpose he
was not sure, he testified at the first
Larimer Hearing.,
The son was assistant cashier in
bis father's bank atJraka, Ml., in 1909.
He Identified a deposit slio which lie
said was in his father's handwriting.
showing a deposit of $2,500 in the
Holstlaw bank on June '18, 1909, to
the credit of D. w. Holstlaw.
;

'

'

,

'
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, N. Y., July 27 Murder-ered, apparently by burglars, Wiliam
Henry Jackson, a well known Wall
Street broker, 70 years old, was found
dead on the floor of his bed room- - to
day at the Hotel Iroquois. The body
was covered with bruises. There was
awound over the right eye and finger
marks on the throat and arms. A wash
cloth was stuffed in the mouth as a
V
.
gag.
The dead man's pajamas and the
whole room bore evidence of a terrible

struggle.
In the bath room of his suite was
found a bottle containing traces of
chloroform.'. The pockets of his trousers were turned inside out, but his
trunk and bureau drawers had not
been touched.'
Roused From Sleep.
New York, July 27. The police believe that an attempt had been made
to chloroform Mr. Jackson as he slept
and that he awoke and made a fight
before he was overcome.
Apparently, the murderers were
frightened away before they had time
to rifle the room, unless, as one theory is,, they were not ordinary thieves
and entered the room tor get some par-

ticular paper or article.
Bloody Finger Prints.
Detectives have taken prints jot
bloody finger marks found in the bath
room. Jackson was a cashier for the
firm of Van Schalck & Company,
where he had been employed for more
'
than thirty yeacs.

Washington, D. C, July 27.
Today in Congress:'
Senate met-a- t 10 a. m.
Indian committee continued
investigation in Chippewa Indian affairs.
f
committee

Postoffice
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PRESIDENT TAFT'S BROTHER
Washington, D. C, July 27. A com
8ENDS A CABLE. promise wool bill offered by Senator
LaFollette of Wisconsin, a modifica
Had Never Before Heard of Control-- - tion of both his own and the House
bill, was passed by the Senate 48 to
iler Railway and Navigation
32 through the union, of Democrats
Company.
and Republican insurgents. On this
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) middle ground, the Democrats having
Washington, D. C, July 27. A cable- secured a record vote on the original
gram from Charles P. Taft, brother of Underwood bill, joined with the inthe president, denying that he was in- surgent forces.
The measure adoptedreduces the
terested, In Alaska- - or in Controller
Bay and declaring that he never asked raw wool duty to 35 per cent ad valothe president for any favors for Rich- rem and correspondingly reduces the
ard S. Ryan, was made, public at tne duties on woolen articles.
There is some doubt as to what
White House today.
course the House Democrats will purIt reads:
"The President, White House, Wash- sue with regard to the compromise
bill. House Leader Underwood sev
ington, D. C,
"Have just returned from motor trip eral days ago served notice that the
to Cornwall and Devon and find your House would not accept the original
cable. I may have met Ryan casually LaFollette bill.
Although President Taft has made
but I do not remember him. I know
no definite utterances to that effect,
nothing about the Controller Railway it has been
strongly intimated at the
and Navigation Company. I have
never had any Interests, direct or in- White House from time to time that
direct in that company, or any other he might feel called on to'veto a wool
tariff bill, passed in advance of a recompany doing business in Alaska. I
on that schedule from the tariff
never applied to you orally or in- writ- port
board.
to
ing
give a hearing in such case or
Regulars Balk.
grant such privileges. I never knew
The "regular" Republican members
of the existence of the Controller Railanof the Senate finance committee
way and Navigation Company until I
of the carrying
nounced
that
because
received your dispatch."
a
out of the
surgent wool program, they would refuse to serve on the conference comX
ANNOUNCEMENT.
X mittee between the two Houses.
St
The regular daily lectures of X
Vote 44 to 36.
X the summer session of the Si
Washington, D. C, July 27. The
S
School of American Archaeol- St Underwood House wool tariff bill was
St ogy begin
Monday morning, St defeated in the Senate today 44 to 36.
St July 31, at ten o'clock, at the St
Except for Senator Brown of NebrasSt lecture hall of the School In St ka, who voted for the bill, the vote
St the Old Palace. Tomorrow,
St was
along strict party lines.
St the daily program for the first St
Senator
LaFollette's
Previously
St week of the session will be an-- St amendment had been defeated 14 to
'
St - nounced. '
St 66.
.

Democratic-Republican-I-

The regular ' enrollment tee
for membership in the School
and Museum is $5.00.. This
constitutes an annual member- ship, entitling one to all of the
summer: lectures and to those
that will be presented during
the fall and winter as well.
Life members and annual mem- bers will receive passes en- titling them to admission to aU
of the lectures given at the
institution during the year and
to admission to the Museum
rooms and laboratories at other
than regular public hours.
The four dally courses are set

St
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St
St
St

..
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St
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St
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'

for 10 a. m., 2:30, 3:30 and 8 p.
m. The lectures are especially
prepared for the general pub- He. Special students of arch- aeology and ethnology will be
engaged in individual research
.

'

St

Fourteen

St
St
St
St

voted for it.

St
St
St
St
St

St
St

St
St
St

St
St
St
St
St

St
St
St

and thesis work apart from
the lectures. It is hoped that St
the subscriptions to member- - St
ship by the people of New St
Mexico, will be so liberal that St
it will not be necessary to St
'
charge admission for single St
lectures.. The management of St
the School would prefer to Is-- St
sue passes to regular life and St
annual members of the School St
and Museum entitling them to St
for occasional . St
bring friends
SC
lectures. '
The secretary of the School St
will from now on be at his of--. St
flee in the Old Palace every St
day from 9 a. m. to 6 n; m. to St
receive memberships'and Issue St
'' C
passes.
--

;

EDGAR

I

HEWBTT.

JMrector.

.

St
St
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al Conservation association, today issued a statement declaring that President Taft "leaves the root of tne matter wholly untouched" in his message
to the Senate denying that there could
be any monopolization of the water
front of Controller Bay, Alaska.
Mr, Pinchot opens his statement
with this charge: "The president's
defense of his course in the Controller Bay affair shows how hard it is to
make a good excuse for a bad mis-

take.'
Concluding, Mr. Pinchot says: "It
is unfortunate that the friends of conservation, in their efforts to bring
about the development of Alaska for
the benefit of people, are continually
obliged to expend their
strength
against the men who ought to be the
protectors of the people's property. It
looks to me like unnecessary duplication to work wnen we must first
get the policemen before we can get a
chance to stop the looting."
In spite of all explanations, says Mr.
Pinchot, "the fact remains that Mr.
Taft, in opening the lands around Controller Bay and without notice to the
public has given interests behind Ryan
an opportunity to acquire the key to
the channel of Controller Bay before
the public knew what was going on.
"The president denies that in granting Ryan's 'request' for tne opening
of Controller Bay by the Executive order of October 2S, there was an element of Becrecy and quotes a press
dispatch of the same date announcing
his action.
"But Mr. Taft does not mention that
on the day he signed the order and notified the press in Washington, Ryan's
surveying party was ready in Alaska
and that by November 1, or four days
after the order was made, and before
the government officials in Alaska,
had been notified of the order, they
had begun a survey of tne Ryan claims
on Controller Bay.
"The commission of the customary
30 days notice to tne public that the
land would be open to entry gave Rya"
what he wanted. It cut off all chance
for any competitor to locate on the
terminal lands until after Ryan made
his selection. No amount of newspaper notice to the country after the executive order was signed could in any
respect Interfere with the
work of Ryan's agents or enable
any arrival to enter a foot of land on
Controller Bay except what was not
wanted by the people whom Ryan
represented. It was like locking the
stable after the horse was gonf. If
the order had been wholly secret, the
effect could not have been different."
d

mons, Virginia; Martine, New Jersey;
Myers, Montana; Newlands, Nevada;
O'Gorman, New York; Overman and
Simmons, North Carolina; Paynter,
Kentucky; Pomerene, Ohio; Reed and
Stone, Missouri;
Smith, Maryland;
Smith, South Carolina; Taylor, Tennessee; Williams, Mississippi.
Against the bill Republicans: Bor-aand Heyburn, Idaho; Bradley, Kentucky; Brandegee and McLean, Connecticut; Briggs, New Jersey; Burn-bam- ,
New Hampshire; Burton, Ohio;
Clark and Warren, Wyoming; Crane
and Lodge, Massachusetts; Cullom &
'

h

insurgents Lorimer,

Republican

Illinois;

Curtis,

Kansas;

,

,
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(By Pprclal Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Tokio, July 27.- - The steamer Empress of China of the Canadian Pacific railway line stranded on a submerged rock off Nojima Sakl light
while attempting to round the southern point of Awa peninsula, inbound
to Yokohama today.
The passengers were rescued.
The accident occurred near the
scene of the wreck of the Great Northern Steamship Dakota in the spring
of 1907. Submerged
rocks extend
about a mile from the coast, which is
swept by dangerous currents.
The Empress of China sailed from
Vancouver, B. C, on July 12, and was
making for the Tokio Bay en route tG
Yokohama, forty miles to the west and

north.
Japanese cruisers took off all of
the 185 passengers and landed them
Eafely. The. sea is very rough today
and there is danger that the big liner
will be so badly rounded that salvaga
will be impossible.
PEARS MAKE RAID
ON WALL STREET.

Coal Carriers However, Were Strong
and Bonds Kept Steady Despite

Pressure.

(Bv Special Leased Wire to New
New York. July 27. Trading

was

less active today and variations in
prices of stocks during the morning
were small. For the third successive
day buying of the coalers was conspicuous.

Trading in Reading during the
early, part of the session, constituted
of the total and
more than
with Lehigh Valley which became in
creasingly active and strong in the
second hour, overshadowed the remainder of the list.
Board room gossip contained the
name of a. prominent trader, who is
reported to have lost heavily in the
rotton market, with the recent selling of stocks, particularly Reading.
This stock, was offered so liberally to
day that it fell back to yesterday's
closing after its early advance. Le
high Valley rose 13-- ana Minneapolis, St. Paul Sault Ste. Marie a point.
Bonds were steady.
The selling movement assumed the
proportions of a bear raid In the afternoon and prices gave way rapidly.
The market closed steady at a partial
one-thir- d

8

(By Special Lfascd Wire to
Mexican)
Washington, D. C, July 27. The
next big investigation to be undertak
en by the House of Representatives
will be to determine whether there
is a great banking combination with
power to control credit, exchanges,
interest and discounts, and deposits
and cause business depression
and
panics. After hearing Representative
Undurgh today, the Touse rules committee decided to report favorably a
resolution at its next meeting.
Perkins to Testify.
New York, July 27. George W.
Perkins, former partner of J. Pier-pon-t
Morgan & Co., chairman of the
f.nance committee of the International Harvester Company, and a member
of the board of directors of the United States Steel Corporation, is to be
summoned before the steel trust com
mittee of inquiry of the House of Representatives now in session here.
This was determined on at an executive meeting of the committee
which has transferred its field of acJust haw
tivity from Washington.
soon Mr. Perkins will be called has
not been determined.
Probe Tennessee Deal.
Tomorrow the comnmtee expects
to renew its probing into the absorption of the Tennessee Coal and Iron
Company by the United States Steel
Corporation during the financial panic
'
ot 1901.
Mr. Perkins will be asked what he
knows about events leading up to that
transaction ?nd there are many bank
NV--

ers, brokers,

and steel

corporation

men in New York who were interested in threatening events of that time
who are to be summoned.
Roosevelt as Witness.
Fgrmer President Roosevelt, to
whom Elbert H. Gary, chairman of the
board of th United Steel Corporation
and Henry C. Frick, appealed when
the deal to take over the Tennessee
Company and its vast resources was
planned, may be a witness.
Scoffs at Money Trust Idea.

Washington, D. C, July 27. The investigation will be made either by
the
the monetary commission or
House committee on banking and currency, probably the latter.
Representative Weeks of Massachusetts, a member of the monetary comlecovery.
mission, appeared before the committee on the Lindbergh resolution. While
MOROCCON SITUATION
IS DECLARED CRITICAL. he did not oppose the inquiry he scoffed at the idea that there was such a
At the
Premier Asquith Explains to House thing as a "money trust."
same time, Mr. Weeks thought
it
of Commons Attitude of Great
might be a good Idea to have the monBritain.
etary commission investigate.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican!
London, July 27. Premier Asquith
made a statement in the House of
Commons today on the subject of Mo
rocco which fully bore out the description of the situation as one of real
anxiety. Tbe position the premier
said had reached a point at which
it wis bound to become difficult and
harassing unless a solution was
found.
Mr. Asquith said that Great Britain
was not a party to the conversations

proceeding between France and Germany but earnestly and sincerely desired to see them result In an arrangement honorabs and satisfactory
to all parties. He appealed to the
House not to seek to enter into the
details of the situation at the present moment The premier said the
government had thought it right from
the beginning to make it clear that
failing a satisfactory settlement, Great
Britain must become an active party
to a discussion of the situation.
BLAMES TAFT OFFICIAL
FOR KILLING SEALS.

Secretary of Commerce and

Labor
Nagel Declared to Be Responsible By Witness.

'

END OF SEALING
IN BERING

SEA

British Sloop of War Algerine Will
Sail Next Monday on Last
Patrol for 15 Years.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Seattle, Wash., July 27. The British sloop of war, Algerine, will Sail
for Bering sea next Monday from
B. C, to take part in what is
expected to be the last Bering sea
seal patrol.
,
The treaty just signed by the four
fur seal powers prohibits sealing " for
fifteen years. There are now in
Alaskan waters four British Columbia sealing schooners and 36 Japanese vessels. It is the understanding
that the Algerine and the U. S. revenue cutters will notify the Canadian
and the Japanese sealers of the signing of the treaty, and order them to
stop hunting. There are now Amerl-- '
can sealers in the Bering sea.
In succeeding years it will not be
necessary to maintain a patrol fleet.
There will be revenue cutters In the
sea each summer for the protection
of shipping and any sealing vessel
would be in peril of seizure. The conclusion of the treaty will put a stop
to the constant strife over the seizure
cf Japanese sealers near the Russian
rookeries.
'
Co-mo-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C., July 27. Dr.
William T. Hornaday, director of the
New York Zoological Park, declared
today before a house investigating ST. CROIX JOHN8TONE
BREAKS ENDURANCE RECORD.
committee that Secretary of Commerce and Labor Nagel, was practically responsible for the slaughter of Remained in Air More Than Four
Hours Carrying Fifty Galyoung seals under legal age on the
lons of Gasoline.
Pribilof Islands. He said no distinction had been made as to sex or age
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
in the seal slaughter.
Minsola, N. Y., July 27. St. Croix
Johnstone, the Chicago aviator, broke
BROTHER OF GOVERNOR
OF WYOMING DEAD. the American endurance records for
monoplanes and biplanes today when
Was Formerly Practicing Physician he remained in the air for four hours,
e
and three-- :
one minute,
at Milton in Sussex County,
fourths seconds, circling the aviation
Delaware,
course of about five miles, thirty nine
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) times. He was compelled to alight beCheyenne, Wyo., July 27. Dr. JohJ fore his fifty, gallons of gasoline was
F. Carey brother, of Governor J.; M. consumed because of engine trouble
Moissant monoCarey, died at his home In this city In bis
this evening. He had lived in Chey- plane.
enne for. five years, and was formerly
jonnstone carried about BOO pounds
a practicing physician in Sussex coun- of weight in his flight, which was
The body will
be made at a rate close to sixty miles an
ty, Deleware.
shipped to Milton, Delaware, his native hour, and about 300 feet above the
town for burial.
ground, in a gentle breeze.
fifty-thre-

..

St

f--

r

-
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Pinchot, former government chief forester, and now president of the nation-

Dixon, Montana; Gamble, South Da
Senator LaFollette by 44 to 31, se kota; Guggenheim, Colorado; Jones,
cured .reconsideration of the vote on Washington; Lippitt and Wetmore,
the House wool bill, the Democrats Rhode Island; Nixon, Nevada; Oliver
and Insurgents joining in support of and Penrose, Pennsylvania; Page,
bis motion.
Vermont; Perkins, California; Rich
ardson, Delawara; Root, New York;
': Democrats and Insurgents Control.
Senator LaFollette then offered a Smith, and Townsend,
Michigan;
modified substitute of his amendment Smoot,
Utah; Stephenson, Wisconas a compromise between the House sin.
Absent Dupont, Delaware; Frye,
hill and the original LaFollette bill.
New Hamp
upon which Democrats and insurgents Minnesota; Gallinger,
had agreed, and by a vote of 48 to shire; Lea, Tennessee; Percy, Missis
32 it was passed.
sippi; Sutherland, Utah; Tillman,
' HoW
South Carolina.
Each Man Voted.
Present and not voting (Because
Washington, D. C, July 27. Offering his compromise LaFollette said, paired with absentees) Culberson,
he presented a reduction of the duties Texas; Dillingham, Vermont; Rayner,
in his previous amendment The Dem- Maryland.
The LaFollette amendment to the
ocrats accepted it as the ' best that
could be obtained. All insurgents but Underwood bill was the first thing
Borah of Idaho, Dixon of Montana, proposed when the votes began. Only
and Jones of Washington, voted for fourteen Republican insurgents sup
the compromise bill, while the Demo- ported It, Following its defeat came
crats were unanimous in their sup- the votes on the Underwood bill.
Brown Votes With Regulars.
port of It. The vote on the final passage, of the compromise bill follows: s With the single exception of Sena
For the bill Republicans: Bourne tor Brown, Nebraska, all Republican
op
Oregon; Brlstow, Kansas; Brown. insurgents and regulars joined in was
Nebraska; Clapp and Nelson, Minne- posing the Underwood bill and it
sota; Crawford, South Dakota;.. Cum- defeated 44 to 36.
Senator LaFollette at once moved
mins and Kenyon, Iowa; Gronna and
McCumber, North Dakota; LaFollette to reconsider and Senator Martin, the
Wisconsin; Poindexter, Washington; Democratic leader, endorsed the motion.-: This made it appear that an un: : ;
Works, California.
Bacon derstanding had been reached be,For the
Georgia; Bailey, Texas; Bankhead and tween Democrats and Insurgents and
Bryan and the motion to reconsider was carried
Johnstone, .. Alabama;
Fletcher, Florida; Chamberlain, Ore 49 to 31.
Not 8o Bad.
gon; Chileton and Watson, West Vir ' ,
Senator LaFollette in offering his
ginia; Clark and Davis, Arkansas;
Foster and Thornton, Louisiana; Gore substitute, said it fixed the raw wool
and Owen, Oklahoma; Hitchcock, Ne- duty at 35 per cent and. reduced all
braska; Johnson. Maine; Kern and
(Continued on Page Eight.)
Shively, Indiana; Martin and Sim- -

f

1 w1-

con-

tinued hearing special privileges testimony.
After defeating both the original LaFollette bill and the
House bill, the Senate passed,
48 to 32, a compromise wool
'
revision bill, offered by Mr.
LaFollette.
Lorimer election investigating committee continued its
hearing.
conElections
sidered taking up .. charges
against Senator ' Stephenson
of Wisconsin.
House met at noon.'
After brief session adjournment was taken until tomorrow, postponing cotton tariff
revision debate until f tnen to
permit filing majority report.
SENATE House free
list
bill reported and became unfinished business. Adjourned
at 2:18 p. m., to meet at noon
Friday.
HOUSE Rules
committee
decided to call for investigation of the
"money
trust." Adjournment at 12:45
p. m. to meet at noon Friday.

(Bv Snecial Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, July 27. Gifford
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in their little home at Rainier two
the weeks ago. While confessing the
crimes, Wilson declared he had no
Youth's Companion.)
A6k what you will, the wise world recollection of it, alleging that on
the night of the murder he was mentsays;
ally irresponsible, because of
Ask freely what you will of me;
In intoxicants.
The grace of knowledge, length of
ASK WHAT YOU

(By

The Little Store

Frank

days,

WILL.

Walcott Hutt

A lease of power

la

GROWTH OF A NEW
INDUSTRY IN COAL MINES

and mastery,

The praises of an honored name,
The seats of splendor and of fame.

DENVER BREAD
I

Ask what you will; but

Know In EverylLoaf"
TRY IT

GROCERY

WINTER
WE

TICKETS

REGISTER

GIVE

Telephone No. 40.

Santa Fe.

Southern Corner Plaza.

PURCHASES

CASH

ALL

WITH

estimated value of $409,000. The value
of the recoverable but wasted contents of the coal made into coke in
beehive ovens would, at the prices
obtained In 1910, have been between
$25,000,000 and $40,000,000.
If all of the coke made in the United States were produced in retort ovens, says Mr. Parker, probably not
more than half of tue number of ovens
0
would be required, say, for 1910fi
ovens. These would yield in gas,
over and above that required for the
generation of the ovens, without byproduct recovery, approximately a million horsepower per hour for every
day In the year.
45,-0-

in Coke Making Coming
to Be Recognized as Worth
Saving.

you must)
share
The struggles of my men of toil
For many years the valuable maternd on my broad arenas dare
in
The contest and the ceaseless moil. ial constituting the
As thousands manfully have done
the manufacture of coke was absoluteEre battles have been fairly won.
ly wasted: even today there is great
extravagance in coke making, through
Ask what you will; hut you must the continued use by the majority of
climb
manufacturers 6f the old beehive type
My hills by many a devious Way, 0f coke oven, rather than the
i uct
To gain those fastnesses of Time
oven. The United States is far
That have not yielded in a day;
behind Germany and other foreign
And long the siege ere you shall win countries In adopting the economies
At length your right of way therein. resulting from the coking of coal In
ovens. In what is known
Ask what you will, brave knight-at- a3 the beehive oven, so called because
arms;
of its similarity in shape to the conLo, I have untold wealth to give;
ventional beehive, the coal is only
But every gift that lures and charms partly cocsumed, or, to speak more
Seeks only of the life you live,
properly, the volatile, combustible
Wherever led, however spent,
constitutents, the gas, tar, and am- A just and fair equivalent
hing
except the fixed
carbon, which is left behind as coke
ovens
is wasted. In the
these are recovered and used. In GerAROUND THE STATE
many little or no coke is now made exovens.
cept in retort or
Hundreds of millions of dollars' worth
Shinned 14,000 Sheep.
have
The largest shipment of sheep ever j of these valuable
made from Colorado, was shipped been wasted by American coke produ
from Mack yesterday to Omaha and cers, but it is gratifying to note t'nat
oven is rethe improved
Kansas City.
placing the wasteful beehive with conGeoraia Passes Polygamy Resolution. siderable rapidity.
The first ovens of the
The Georgia state senate has passed
a resolution calling for an amendment type in- the United States were built
to the federal constitution prohibiting in 1893 at Syracuse, N. Y. From this
one plant there has been an increase
polygamy.
I

'The Best

monia-everyt-

J

GOOD EATING!
Oilthe very best-a- nd

Imported

Sardines,

Mushrooms, French Peas and Antipasto
Don't forget our bread

These lines are like home to us.

Six Bijc Loaves for 25c.

LOUIS NAPOLEON

Phone, 191 Black.

HERE IS THE GASOLINE ENGINE
FARMER

EVERY

AND

NEEDS.

MECHANIC

Simplest and most complete engine ever constructed. It is just the engine to run lathes,
circular saws, drills and all small machines in
the workshop, and will saw wood, run the spraying, sewing, washing and all small machines
around the home and farm.
PARTICULARS CALL ON OR WRITE AGENT,

FOR FURTHER

AT

FRANK F. GORMLEY,
Phone

436 Canon Road

19

saKewfwi

Black.

20 YEARS AGO TODAY
(From the New Mezlcaa

RETAIL

&

The annual rain period seems to
on.
The New Mexico Bar Association
opens its annual meeting in the su
preme court room tomorrow.
The flies seem to be dead stuck on
the new kind of fly paper.
Hon. B. M. Read and family returned yesterday from a week's visit
with friends In Las Vegas
Hon. A. L. Branch, one of the wide
awake citizens of Mora and member
cf the penitentIary board ,B here on
,
official business.
H. B. Cartwright and T. P. Gable
returned home from a five days' trip
on horseback to the lakes at the head
of the Rio Santa Fe. They fished up
the stream and back catching over
100 trout. At the lakes their stay was
brief because of the rain and hall that
falls almost dally at this season of
the year.

le

PILLS
CHICHESTER SI1HANU.

Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
All kinds

ALFALFA SEED.

of flowers, garden

&

FOOD.

STOCK

field seeds in bulk and package

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

45

PIANOS

PIANOS

ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexloe
Arizona.
and
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
Victor
terms will prove to prospective plana
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lin-dema- n
Co. will meet every customer
Milton and the World Famoua Cecil Ian
Interior Player- Pianos, and many more than half way in making
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd satThis firm has purchased over al
isfactory business transaction, not one
car loads of plno during the paat of doubt and uncertainty.
Chickering Bros.
Bush and Lane.
Leamard-Llndeman-

n

Jesse-Frenc-

-

.

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

The Square Music Dealers

::

CO.

N

Albuquerque,

N. M.

::

Established

1900

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of btfilding material

Lump, nut and

mine run coal

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Killed Groom and Bride.
J. H. Wilson, foreman of a section
concrew at Rainier, Washington,
fessed to Prosecuting Attorney John
M. Wilson and Sheriff Gaston that
he killed Archie Coble and his wife on
the night of July 10. Coble and his
bride were found dead in bed

Phone Red 100

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished
i

i
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WOOD-DAVI-

Phone

S

14.

HARDWARE COMPANY.
If Its Hardware We Have It

Y

SOW

14

THAT SUMMER OUTING

metallic0
V
V

MEXICAN

for e A
iAMunip iwianip r
years known as Best. Safest. Always Reliable
BY
FVEPYWHFPi

AT

Phone

IMamen JTlrrnQd

a

J

llH,

New and Foil Assortment

MlifiORS

Latest

in Hand Color-

HATS

of Unique San Juan Pottery
Artistic

ing Post Cards.

Framing.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

PROSPERITY

San Francisco Street.

will meet you half way, if you re

inforce your energies at

FAYWOOD

Why Import Mineral Water ?

SPRINGS

HOT

It cures, and you remain cured,
we know, and you will if you try it.
Conceded the greatest kidney
water on earth.
Hot
Why not visit Faywood
Springs first, since you will eventually go there anyway?
Large Modern Hotel. Perfect
Climate. Booklet.
T. C. McDermott, "The Faywood,"
Faywood, N. M.

:

YOU CAN GET

WHEN

:

THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO

WOOD'YS HACK LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Learea Barranca on the antral of
the north bound trai sad antra at

Taoa at 7 p. m.
Tan miles shorter than any ethar
war. Good oavarad hack and

FARE

5.00

535

CERRILLOS

Lump

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Nwvr A. T.
S. F. Depot.

Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
aodRancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches In theEspanoia Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesnqne at a Bargain.

rUli JillX

AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.

Phone us, we will he glad to call for
yaur laundry on Monday and Tues
days and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed an'
your shirts without extra charge.'
PHONE

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Wood

FOR C A I C

W. H. KERR

PHONE RED 122

oal

WHOLESALE
AISD RETAIL

Xa

TUlaaf dento 3a.k
xxgr Oomfoxtabla,

RED 122

Modern Residences for Rent.

E M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

La Salle

Restaurant

LIVERY STABLE

CHAS. O ANN, Prop.

one-thir- d

6.

SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

R.

bee-hiv-

THE PEOPLE."

1M1U In Red and Hold
Ixikc. sealed with Blue Rihbon,
Take no other. Hut of Tni
Mrti

to 4,078

ovens in 1910, all
but 27 of which were in active operaPharmacy Robbed.
The Highland Pharmacy at' Albu tion. This is an increase of 104 over
querque was robbed of a small amount the number in operation in 1909 and
of merchandise night before last by 399 more than were in operation in
entrance 1908.
who
gained
burglars
Conservation of the
through a rear window.
During 1909 and 1910, according to
Breaks Skull in Bed.
E. W. Parker, of the U. S. Geological
Charles Holmes, a barber at Ault, Survey, there was more activity in the
Colorado, broke his skull in bumping construction of
recovery
his head accidentally against a bed coking
plants than at any time since
post. He was rushed to a Denver hos- 1903. At the close of 1909 there were
pital.
649 byproduct ovens in course of construction, with 300 more contracted
In
Beavers.
Owls Refuse to Take
for. Of the 649
ovens start
Duke City Nest No. 1079, Order of
ed in 1909, there were 99 completed
Owls, at Albuquerque, has refused to and
put in blast in 1910. Work on
take over the club rooms of the Beav300 ovens contracted for in 1909
the
Owls
them.
The
ers and affiliate with
will occupy an exclusive home of their was begun in 1910.
The production of coke In
own.
ovens in 1910 amounted to 7,138,734
short tons, against 6,254,644 tons in
Last Gap Closed.
The Santa Fe has completed the re- 1909 and 4,201,226 tons in 1908. The
in 1910 over 1909 was begun
laying of 2,400 miles of track between increase
In
1910.
substitutSan
and
Cal.,
Diego,
Cnicago
The production of coke In
rails for 60 pounders.
ing
ovens in 1910 amounted to 7,138,
The gap was closed yesterday at
734 short tons, against 6,254,644 tons
nine miles north of San Diego.
in 1909 and 4,201,226 tons In 1908. The
Furnished Whiskey to Poor House. increase in 1910 over 1909 was 14.13
The board of commissioners of Den- per cent, whereas the total production
ver county, will be sued for the re of beehive coke increased from
snort tons to 34,570,076,
a
payment of $115.10 paid for a barrel
of whiskey furnished to the Denver gain of 1,509,655 tons, or only 4.57 per
cent. The coke made in
poor farm, and $5,000 for an automo-blovens in 1910 was 17.12 per cent of
use
of
the
the
for
purchased
the total production.
Economies in the By Product Ovena
ovens
The efficiency of
Marriage Licenses.
Two marriage licenses were issued Is shown by the fact that while the
e
ovens in 1910 produced
from the office of the probate clerk at
short tons of coke on a conProcopio
Albuquerque yesterday.
Chavez secured a license to wed Es sumption of 9,529,042 sort tons of coal,
ther Sedillo, and Jose B. Martinez of or 74.9 per cent.
The figures compiled by the Geolog
Durango, Colo., was granted a license
to wed Mildred Anita Spiegel of Du ical Survey show that the average cost
of the coal consumed in the
rango, Colo.
ovens in 1910 was $2.18 a ton, against
Federico Archuleta Killed.
$1.01 a ton for that used in the beeFederico Archuleta, an employe of hive ovens, but the difference in these
the Trinidad Brick Company, met in- values is due to the fact that In beestant death yesterday at Trinidad, by hive practice the transportation
becoming entangled in a belt which he charges are borne by the coke, and as
attempted to place on a flywheel. He retort oven plants are located at a
was 27 years old and leaves a wife distance from the mines, the freight
and two children.
item is charged to the value of the
coal used in them. If, however, the exFound Dead in Chair.
pense of transportation on beehive
Claude F. Rigden, formerly city pas coke from the ovens to the points of
senger egent of the Union Pacific at consumption is addedd to the value of
Denver, was found dead in a chair in the coke it will probably be found that
the lobby of a hotel at Telluride, Colo the cost of the beehive coke at the furrado. He was traveling for an insur- nace has exceeded that of the
ance company and was a visitor In
oven coke.
Santa Fe about a year ago.
Wealth in the
The total value of the
Society Leader Hurt in Auto Smash. obtained from the manufacture of coke
Mrs. Guilford S. Wood, a society in retort ovens in 1910 was $8,479,557,
of the
leader of Denver, had a rib broken or a little more than
and a narrow escape from death, when value of the coke produced $24,793,-01In 1909 the value of the
the automobile in which she was
amounted to $8,073,948, and in
riding collided with a laundry wagon
and the shaft of the wagon tore 1908 to $7,382,299.
The
through the side of the automobile recovered in 1910 consisted of 27,692,-85-8
and struck Mrs. Wood.
cubic feet of surplus gas, valued
at $3,017,908; 66,303,214 gallons of tar,
Suit to Quiet Title.
valued at $1,599,453; 70,247,543 pounds
Judge Clarence J. Roberts heard in of ammonium sulphate, or its equivachambers at Las Vegas the suits of lent, valued at $295,868. In addition
Mrs. Charles Hammond and Jose Lo to these, there is a quantity of light
pez to quiet title to certain tracts in and secondary oil and small quantithe Jaramlllo and Vigil land grants ties of coke bree-- e recovered, with an
The land is located on the other side
of Kearney's gap, San Miguel county.
Judge Roberts has not yet given his
decision, but has returned to Raton.

CARPENTERS:
USE OUR PLANES AND YOU'LL MAKE THE LONG, CLEAN
8HAVINGS CURL. OUR KEEN EDGED TOOL8 WILL LIGHTEN
.
YOUR LABOR. WHEN YOUR DAY'S WORK IS DONE YOU WON'T
BE TIRED BUT WILL FEEL LIKE DANCING.
EVERYBODY
WHEN YOU NEED ANY KIND OF HARDWARE, REMEMBER
THAT FOR HONEST HARDWARE AT HONEST PRICES "WE ARE

FOR

a

CMKe-ler-

e

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

at tkli data

1191.)

Lad-rill-

WHOLESALE

THURSDAY, JULY 27, 1911.

Telephone 11.
rwo Doors Below P. Andrews
Regular Meals 25 Cents
Short Order at aH Hoars
BOARD BY THE WEEK S5JQ
Preach Noodle Order 20c a dish
New York Chop Sua? Me.

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work
BASKET

THURSDAY

Agency

at

Mrs. P.

Pbrae Red

AND FRIDAY

Phone, Red

No.

'Phone 9

CHA5. CLOSSON

Whet" m Need of Anything
to the LIVERY LINE.
Drivers Furnished.

Don Qaspar Ave.

2

v

m Santa Pa on main Una of Santa Pa,
Mountain Hearth Resort, 22 miles-frmllaa from depot one and one-ha-lf
Tent bungalows, in Pine Forest, with every accommodation, turnlihed let
housekeeping and ready tor occupancy.
WILLIAMSON RANCH,
.
Qlorieta, N. M
,

O. K. Barber Shop.
O. Brown, Agent.

No. 21.

CALL
UP

For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers

LEAYES MONDAY AND TUESDAY

RETURNS

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surrles, Saddle. Horses.

THURSDAY, JULY 27, 1911.

CHE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

Santa

DEEDS, NOT WORDS.
F
Have Absolute
People
Proof of Deeds at Home.
not words but deeds that prove

It's
The following are the time tables
true merit
ot the local railroads:
The deeds of Doan's Kidney Pills,
"A. T. & 8. F. Ry."
For Santa Fe kidney sufferers,
Leave
Hove made their local reputation.
8.10 a. m. connect with No I westProof In the testimony of Santa Fe
bound. No. 10 eastbound.
people who have been cured to stay
Returning arrive iX Santa Fe 12:10 cured.
p. m.
.
Pasquale Yannl, College St, Santa
4 p. mp connect with No. l.
Fe, N. M., says: "In 1902 I gave a
In favor of Doan's
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30 public testimonial
to
Pills
effect that they
the
Kidney
m.
p.
7:20 p. m. cocect with No. 7 and bad cured me of a pain in my back.
caused by disordered kidneys. My
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
work obliges me to sit down a good
Santa
Fe
11:
IS
arriv
at
Returning
deal and this weakned my kidneys,
m.
p.
causing backache. While at work I
D. & R. G. Ry.
suffered more Intensely than at any
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
other time and I was very anxious to
m.
from
north.
3:05
Arrive
p.
And a remedy that would relieve me.
New Mexico Central Ry.
of Doan's Kidney Pills, I
Learning
Leave 5:45 p. m., conlects with No.
procured a box and to my delight,
2 east and 1 south and west
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections they soon fixed me up In good shape
During the past seven years I have
from No. 3 east
had no need of Doan's Kidney Pills or
Notice for Publication.
any other kidney medicine."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
Department of the Interior,
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
July 10, 1911. New York, sole agents for the United
Notice is hereby given that Pedro States.
Remember the name Doan's and
Gurule, of Lamy, N. M., who, on July
10, 1906, made homestead entry, No. take no other.
for lots 1 and 2, and S 2
Three Children Burn to Death. '
NE
section 2, township 15 N,
The three children of Fay Ferrin
range 10 E, N. M.
meridian, has
been filed notice of intention to make were burned to death In a fire at
final five year proof, to establish claim Pierre, South Dakota.
to the land above described, before
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Office Those Who Take Foley Kidney Pills.
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 17th day of For their kidney and bladder ailAugust, 1911.
ments, and for annoying urinary irregClaimant names as witness: Nico- ularities are always grateful both for
las Gutierrez, Bias Garcia, Guadalupe the quick and permanent relief they
tonic and
Maes, Juan Garcia, all of Canoncito, afford, and for their
N. M.
strengthening effect as well. Try FoMANUEL R. OTERO,
ley Kidney Pills. For bale by all drus-Register.
west-bound-

Foster-Melbur-

9633-759-

n

1--

1--

CALLS LETTER
A FABRICATION

President Taf t Sends Message
to Congress on Controller Bay Affair
-

AND HE ASSUMES

ALL BLAME

Hi. Action Was for the Best
Interests of Alaska
and People.
Yashlngton, July 26. President
Taft sent a special message to the
Senate today shouldering full responsibility for opening for settlement and
acres of the
development 12,800
Chugach National Forest Reserve in
Alaska an Incident which has be
come to be known as the "Controller
Bay Affair." In concluding he now
brands the now famous "Dick to
Dick" postscript as a "wicked fabrication" and says that Charles P. Taft
v,hose name appeared in the alleged
postscripts, "has no interest in Alas
ka, never had, and knows nothing of
the circumstances connected with
this transaction."
the
Moreover,
President adds, his brother does not
even remember that he ever met Rich
ard S. Ryan, representing the Con
troller Railway and Navigation company.
As for eliminating the land In question from the reserve, the President
says that there is no danger of the
Controller
Railway and Navigation
company or any other interest monopolizing the field, and nothing to show
that this company is In any way connected with the
interests.
Hence, he believes that
ir eliminating the land he has acted
lor the best interests of the nation.
"I wish to be as specific as possible
upon this point," says the President
in his message, "and to say that I
alone am responsible for the enlargement of the proposed
elimination
fiom 320 acres to 12,800 acres, and
that I proposed the change and stated
my reasons therefor. The thing which
the Territory of Alaska ''needs is de
velopment, and where rights and franchises can be properly granted to en
courage investment and construct a
railroad without conferring exclusive
privileges, I believe it to be in accordance with good policy to grant
Morgan-Guggenhei-

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
Ranch)

(Old Sparks

,

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Beds

Best of Food
Cold Pure Spring
No Invalids

Water
$15 a Week

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Write Pecos

Telegraph Glorieta

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
jSANTA FE, N. M., TO
-

-

$64.95

-

$50.35

Buffalo,-

St. Louis,- -

44.35

Denver,

21.10

New York,

76.35

ColoradoSp'gs,

18.15

-

75.95

Pueblo,

Chicago,

Boston,
I AW

DA

TEC 70

iA I L,J

LU I?

16.35

- - -

MANY 0THER principal POINTS IN
THE UNITED STATES, CANADA and MEXICO

LIBERAL LIMITS AND

STOP-OVE-

PRIVILEGES.

R

For further particulars, rsee any Santa Fe Agent.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

.

:

;

SANTA FE, N. M

them."

Accompanying the President's message are documents, reports and maps
bearing on the case, as requested
June 27th last. "I deem It wise," says
the message, "to accompany the submission of these documents with a
statement In narrative form of the
action of the administration with the
reasons therefor." Here follows a
Cescription of Controller Bay end environs and a map showing the effect
of withdrawing
the much mooted
The
12,800 acres from the reserve.
President then takes up the thread
of his narrative as concerns the events
that precipitated the controversy.
He relates how Ryan, representing
the Controller Railway and Naviga
tion company, applied in 1909 for the
elimination of a tract to enable this
company to secure railroad terminals,
etc.
The application was referred to
the Forestry Bureau and then to the
Navy Department with a view that
perhaps the Navy desired to use ConThe
troller. Bay as a reservation.
forestry interests found no objection
to the elimination ot the tract indi
cated, "or indeed," as the President
writes, "to the elimination of 18,000
acres in the northwest shore of Controller Bay."
The Navy Department's answer was
"negative," says the President, and
after the matter had been considered
by the Secretary of. Agriculture, by the
Secretary of the Interior, and the
General Land Office a recommendation was made to him that 320 acres
with a frontage of 160 rods on the
northwest shore of Controller Bay he
thrown open. A formal order to this
effect was finally submitted to him in
October, 1910, but when the matter
came up before the Cabinet late in
that month xhe found objection to it
His reason for taking this stand he
explains in his message in part as

'

IRA

'

'

Successor to B. P. Williams

LIVIIY

hare purchased the entire stack of horses & equipment formerly;;
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST ji
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all timss of day or night j!
follows:
to furnish you with any kind of a ri? you miy want. I will
I

.

dissatisfaction with
expressed
the order because It purported on its
iii.ui
face to make the elimination for the
benefit of a railroad company of a
tract of land which the company
could not by lawful entry secure, for
it was a tract of 320 acres in one body
when only 160 acres could thus be acN. M
In the second place, I preK quired.
ferred to make a much larger elimina
tion of a tract facing the entire channel, and with sufficient room for a
terminal railway town. I was, willing
to do this because I found the restrictions in the law sufficient to prevent
the possibility of any monopoly of
either the upland or the harbor or
channel by the Controller Railway
and Navigation company, or any other
Because of a
persons or company.
lack ot time sufficient to draft a mem
orandum myself, I requested the Sec
retary of the Interior, who, with the
Secretary of Agriculture, after full
discussion, had agreed in my conclu
sion, to prepare a letter setting forth
the reasons for making the larger eli
mination, so that It might become a
part of the record.
"I wish to be as specific as possible
upon this point, and to say that I
alone am responsible for the enlarge
ment of the proposed elimination from
320 acres to 13,800 acres, and that
proposed the change and stated my
reasons therefor, and while both
I

eildSVjr ID gIVC ytillafl ail J Cliiwsui akiiifab
our patronage.
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Santa
Fe,
...

Red

New Mexico Military
'

Institute

.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Arm) officers detailed by War
' ' "- Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
' life.
Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any : Military
School In the Union. Located In the
' beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an, elevation of S700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the

reason.

,

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
colleges. Ten buildings, throughly
turnlihed, heated, lighted and modern
'
n all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
P. WHITE, "Treasurer,
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLSY.
For particulars and Illustrated catalogues eddressi.
J.

OOU MA. TO WILLSOM,
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Secretaries cordially concurred in it
the suggestion was mine.
The President says he had every as
surance at the time that the Control- Her Railway and Navigation, company
was an independent enterprise work
Ing in all good faith, and that no evi
dence to the contrary has since been
brought to his attention. : Of course,
it was possible," he continues, "that
the owners of the Copper River Rait

L . J.

Cperitiat
4

f

way Company, (Messrs, Morgan and Jtached to a letter of July 13, 1910, adsome well founded and others of an
Guggenheim) "might attempt to buy dressed by Mr. Richard S. Ryan to unfounded or
unjust or false character
this railroad when it was built. Secretary Ballinger and in the pre
It Was DOSSible that Mr. Rvan iron sent record urging the elimination of. would lead to an attack upon it and
acting for the interests of the Copper land enough for terminals for the;10 ,he questioning of my motive In
I remarked this when 1
River Railroad, although I do not be- Controller Railway and Navigation B'gning it.
lieve it; but whether this was true or .company.
The postscript was said to i mduo lDe raer, and I was not mis-PIANO FOR SALE Good piano for
not it was clear that the order of eli- read as follows:
laKen.
uut a public officer, when he
conceives it his duty to take affirma- sale. Apply at 201 East Palace Ave.
mination bv reason of the restrictions Dear D
of the act of Congress would not per
I went to see the
President the tive action in the public interest, has
FOR RENT Six roomed brick cotmit tne owners ol eltner railroad to other day. He asked me who I rep- no more right to allow fear or unjust
shut out any capitalists." Moreover. resented. I told him according to our criticism and attack to hinder him tage. Bath, range, light O. C. Wat.
he states, the rates to be charged agreement, that I represented myself. fiom taking that action than he son & Co.
would be always subject to congress- But this didn't seem to satisfy him. would to allow personal and dishonest
FOR SALE Seven
room
house
control and if government So I sent for Charlie Taft and asked motives to affect him.
ional
It is easy in
fifty
ownership seemed the wise noliev un him to tell his brother, the President, cases like this to take the course bath, electric light, fine
der the peculiar circumstances ample who it was I really represented. The( which timidity prompts, and to do fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenus.
land for ngnt or way, narnor frontage President made no further objection nothing, but such a course does not
FOR SALE Santa Fe Planing Mill,
and terminals must always
inure to the public weal.
remain to my claim.
svlilable under the law for governvery
cheap. Part down and part cash.
am
"I
full
in
Yours,
sympathy with the conment use, or if it is preferred to take
cern of reasonable and patriotic men Inquire of P. Hesch Sr. at mill.
DICK.
ever to the government a railway
"The postscript is not now on the that the valuable resources of Alaska
built by private enterprise, condem files of the department. If It were it should not be turned over to be exFOR SALE A snap. One hundred
nation is easy.
would be my duty to transmit it un- ploited for the profit
of greedy acre farm. Two miles from Santa
"I am as stronelv convinced as anv- - der this resolution. I do not trans- syndicates. Whatever tne
attempts Fe; must be sold at once. For price
rne of the necessity for the conserva mit it, not only for the reason that it which have been made, no one, as a, see Chas. F. Easley, Laughlin block.
tion of our national resources," says ia not now on the files of the depart- matter of fact, has secured in Alaska
the President, "and as much opposed ment, but for the reason that It never sny undue privilege or franchise not
BE A DETECTIVE
Earn $100 and
as any one to their monopolization by was on the files of the department completely under the control of Con- over per month and not Interfering
large corporations, but my convict- at least as an authentic document gress, and in all the scandal with with your present occupation at
ions on this point did not deter me Who is really responsible for its wick which the public has been regaled first. Modern Ass'n 709 Pine St., St.
from taking the step which I hoped ed fabrication if it ever existed, or tor very few specifie Instances of
corrupt Louis, Mo
the con- the viciously false statement made as or improper attempts to acquire vest
might lead to encouraging
struction of a railway from Controller to its authenticity, is immaterial for ed Interests in Alaska has been shown
FOR SALE One 12 H. P. boiler,
I the purpose of this communication.
Pay to the Bering coal fields.
by evidence that would stand the Ust and engine $30.00, and one 40 H. P.
of
down
the
the
Tne purport of the postscript is, and of judicial examination.
thought
paring
Notwithorder.
engine $75.Dft, all in
amount of public land to be acquired the intention of the fabricator was, standing this, however, I am in full Must be sold at once.running
P.
Inquire
for terminals by the railway company to make Mr. Richard S. Ryan testify agreement with the views that every Hesch, Sr., Planing Mill.
proposing to build the rairoad was a through Its words to the public that care, both in administration and in
poor policy and not one calculated to although I was at first opposed In legislation must be observed to preWANTED Men and Doys in Los
recure investment or speedy construc the public interest to granting the eli- vent the corrupt or unfair acquisition
Small pay but can learn
tion."
mination which he requested, never- cf undue privilege, franchise, or right Angeles.
cf automobiles, electricity,
The President eoes on to explain theless through the undue influence from the government in that district. trade
limitations of my brother, Mr. Charles P. Taft, But every one must know that the plumbing, bricklaying on actual conthat there are
tract jobs. 300 students last year.
covering the method for securing title and the disclosure of the real persons resources of Alaska can never be Catalogue
free. United Trade School
for government lands and for this In interest, I was induced improperly come available either to the people of
reason he feels no fear of any interest and for the promotion of their pri- Alaska or to the public of the United Contracting Cc , Los Angeles.
Slates unless reasonable opportunity
obtaining a monopoly. Briefly the re vate gain, to make the order.
TYPEWRITERS.
strictions are:
"The statement In so far as my is granted to those who would invest
First: Not more than 160 acres can brother is concerned and that is the their money to secure a return propor Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
be entered In a single body by script. chief feature of the postscript is ut- tionate to the risk of the investment platens furnished.
Ribbons and supSecond: No location of script along terly unfounded.
He never wrote to and reasonable under all the circum plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
navigable river or other waters can roe or spoke to me in reference to stances.
be made within eighty rods of any Richard S. Ryan or on the subject of
"On the other hand, the acrimony of All repair work and typewrites guarlands alonss such waters, and no en Controller Bay or the granting of any spirit and the intense malice that anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Extry can be allowed extending more privileges or the making of any or- have been engendered in respect of change. Phone 231.
He hasjtne administration of the government
than 160 rods along the shore of any ders in respect to Alaska.
navigable water; and along such rc interest in AiasKa, never naa, ana in Alaska and In the consideration of
and Tar Compound.
Foley's
nhore a snace of at least eighty rods knows inothing of the circumstances measures proposed for her relief and Is effectiveHoney
for coughs and colds in
must be reserved from entry between connected with this transaction. He wanton recklessness and eagerness either children or
grown persons. No
does not remember that he ever met with which attempts have been made
all such claims.
no harmful drugs.
In the
Third: Nothing in the act contained Richard S. Ryan.
He never heard to besmirch the character of high of-- f opiates,
yellow
Refuse
package.
substitutes.
entries
to
authorize
of the Controller Bay Railroad until cials having to do with the Maskan For sale
is to be construed
by all druggists.
to be made or title to be acquired to my cablegram of Inquiry reached him, fovernment, and even of persons not
the shore of any navigable waters which, with his answer. Is In the rec- ic public life, present a condition that
NOTICE.
ord.
within the district.
calls for condemnation and requires
"Mr. Ballinger says In a telegram in that the public be warned of the de"The whole contention that the ex
answer to my inquiry, both of which moralization that has been produced Department of Territorial Engineer.
ecutive order and the opening to
Number of Application 518.
of the shore of Controller are in the record, that he never re- by the hysterical suspicions of good
Santa Fe, N. M., July 20th, 1911.
raila
that
he
such
ceived
and
to
the
postscript
people and the unscrupulous and corBay grants a monopoly
Notice is
that on the
way company," he resumes, "rests on t;as in Seattle on the date of July 13, rupt misrepresentations of the wicked. 31st day of hereby given
1911, in acordance
a claim that it has given an opportu- when it was said to have been writ- The helpless state to which the cred- with SectionMarch,
26,
Law of
ulity of some and the malevolent 1907, L. A. Hughes Irrigation
nity to persons using script to appro- ten.
of Santa Fe, Counavailable
the
of
a
only
letter
"Mr. Richard S. Ryan, in
of others have
priate the control
ty of Santa Fe, Territory of New Mex
and practicable parts of the channel which he has sent me without solicit- brought the people of Alaska in their ico, made an
application to the Terby the location of the script opposite ation, and which is in the record, says struggle for Its development, ought ritorial Engineer of 'New Mexico for
to those parts. If now the location that he never met my brother, Mr. 1o give the public pause, for until a r
from the pubpermit to
of the script opposite to tne narDor Charles P. Taft and that so far as juBter and fairer view be taken in- lic waters ofappropriate
the
of New
ex-rTerritory
the
haroor
he knows, Mr. Charles P. Taft never vestment in Alaska, which is neces- Mexico.
gives no right to reach
an Pntieress may expressly give had the slightest Interest in Control- sary to its development, will be im
Such
is to be made
it. clearly the Controller Railway and ler Bay, in the Controller Railway and possible and honest administrators from Sanappropriation
Leonardo Canon at a point
tne
not
has
Alaskin
or
will
from
company
and
be
deterred
any
Navigation
Navigation company,
legislators
identloal with intake of old Truchas
slightest oDoortunity for executive ap an company, and he utterly denies the advocacy and putting into opera ditch located about half way between
unpropriation of the harbor facilities
writing or signing the alleged post- tion of those policies in regard to the the plaza of Las Trampas and head
less Congress shall by further act de- script.
The utter improbability of Territory which are necessary to Its of Leonardo. Canon
being same ditch
liberately and voluntarily confer it." bis writing such a postscript to Mr. progress and prosperity."
abandoned by Truchas people for a
rea
when
the
Ballinger at Washington,
Havine explained In detail his
new ditch on Rio Quemado, by means
sons for opening up the land in ques- latter was away for his vaction for
cf diversion and 10 cu. ft. per sec.
Fever and Summer Colds.
Hay
tion, the President takes occasion to two months, must impress everyone. Must be relieved quickly and Foley's is to be conveyed to lands on Montes
"The fact is that Mr. Ballinger Honey and Tar Compound will do
answer several Incidental criticisms.
Vigil Grant, by means of ditches, etc.,
'The order has been criticised because never saw the letter of July 13, 1910, E. M. Stewart 1034 Wolfram St, Chi- and there used for irrigation of 1,000
t was not in the form of a proclama- to which this postscript is said to cago, writes: "I have been greatly acres, power and domestic purposes.
It was sent to troubled
tion instead of an order." he writes. have been attached.
The Territorial Engineer will take
hot summer
during th
This 'was determined by Mr. Graves, me by Mr. Carr, Secretary Ballinger's months with Hay Fever and find that this application up for consideration
on
at
he
July
Beverly
rrivate secretary,
the Forester, he explains, and
Com- on the 20th of October, 1911, and all
I read the letter by using Foley's Honey and Tar
quotes a letter of Mr. Graves to the 14 the next day.
I
oth- persons who may oppose the granting
relief."
pound
Many
get
great
of the above application must file
effect that when a comparatively at Beverly In August with other pa- ers who suffer
be
will
glad
similarly
their objections
small area is eliminated from a na pers and sent them to the White to benefit by Mr.
substantiated with
Stewart's
experi affidavits
with the Territorial Engintional forest the executive order is House. It was placed upon the White ence. For sale
all
by
druggists.
until
a
House files and remained there
eer and copy with applicant on or bevery commonly used instead of
fore that date.
April 22, 1911, when it was, by request
proclamation.
If you want anything on earth try
returned to the
CHARLES D. MILLER,
As to the charge made on the floor of Secretary Fisher,
and it was after a New Mexican Want Ad.
Territorial Engineer.
cf the Senate that the order was Interior Department,
saw
she
Abbott
Miss
says
secret, the President says, "this was this that with
the postscript attached.
In support of the letter
Utterly unfounded."
Mr. Carr saw no such postscript when
this, he says that ten days before the he sent
I did not
the letter to me.
order was made the details of Ryan's
it. No one saw it
aDDlication and the probability of its see it when I read
in the executive office, but it remainbeing granted were given wide pub ed to appear as a postscript when
100 lbs.
Baggage allowance
to
He cites in this respect tnat
licity.
the letter in April or Carrying the U. S. mall and pas each
The Associated Press carried an ac Miss Abbott 6aw
regular ticket, excess baggage
between
N.
and
M.,
De
Vaughn,
sengers
Interior
of
the
files
on
the
count of the matter October 28th, May
at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lba
a typewritten partment. All others were denied tne Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
1910, as taken from
We are equipped to carry any kind
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Isstatement Issued by the Interior De- sight
statement
whose
"The person upon
land Railroads and the Atchison, To- ot trunks or baggage, up to 1,500
partment.
The order has been criticised, ne the existence of what has been pro- peka & Santa Fe Railroad.
rates are given for excur
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., arsays, on the ground that it did not perly characterized as an amazing
for
sions,
for
the
a
eight or more passengers.
is
writer
based
its
is
rive In Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
postscript
contain certain provisions delaying
She was
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m ar- For further information, write the
taking effect for thirty days after its newspapers and magazines.
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
rive in Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.
publication, as orders restoring land - given permission by Secretary Fisher
tc settlement by homesteaders fre- after consultation with me, to exnnentlv do. Tn this respect tne tres- - amine all the files in respect to the
dent says "An examination of the rec Controller Bay matter and this un
ord furnishes an explanation or tnis der the supervision of Mr. Brown,
When then private sepretary to the Secrefeature of the order as made.
In October the two departments had tary of the Interior. After the exam
greed with my acquiescence tnat tne ination at which she alleges she re
order should be an elimination of ceived this postscript from the hand
it was deemed of Mr. Brown, she prepared an elabcnlv 320 acres.
face of the or orate article on the subject of this
on
the
to
wise
spread
der a specific declaration tnat a was order and the Controller Bay, which
made to afford terminals for the Con she submitted to Mr. Fisher, and
troller Railway and Navigation com- which she discussed with Mr. Fisher
conversapany, as no one was expected to Inter- at length, but never In the
vene and take up any part of the eli- tion did she mention the existence
Mr. Brown, who
minated tract, the restoration was of the Dostscript
The form thus was with her at the time and showed
made, immediate.
amended was submitted to the Secre- her the files, testified that there was
and
tary of Agriculture, who expressed his no such postscript in the papers,
PUBISHERS OF
preference for the Immediate restora- that he never handed her and she
there.
such
a
saw
postscript
tion order. When I directed the strik never
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
Mr.
:
DAILY
ing out of the reference to the rail- Similar evidence is given by recay comnany and the enlargement of Carr and other custodians of the
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW
:
: WEEKLY
the area from 320 acres to 12,800 ords In the Interior Department.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO :
acres, the form of the order In its "Stronger evidence of the falsity
nrovlsion for immediate restoration and maliciously slanderous character
I have no doubt of the alleged postscript could not be
was not chanired.
PRINTERS, BINDERS, BLANK BOOK MAKERS
that this was the reason why the or had. Its only significance is the light
ven
and
on
bitterness
the
throws
it
did.
Had
form
it
der issued took the
Our Facilities for Turning Out Work of any
the noBtnnnement clause been suggest om of some of those who take active
Description are unexcelled.
ed,"! would, doubtless, have directed part in every discussion of Alaskan
The Intensity of their desire
!t to be embodied in the order. But Issues.
the event had proven that it was real- to besmirch all who invest in that
:
ly not important in this case, for in district and all who are officially con
now nearly nine months only the Con- nected with the administration, ope
'
troller Railway and Navigation com- rates upon the minds of weaker or
0EDER8 PROMPTLY EXECUTED FOR
pany has made any script entries on denraved human Instruments and
prompts the fabrication of such false
the eliminated tract"
I dis
epi- testimony as this postscript
Taking up the "Dick to- Dick"
sode the President says' in eonclu-sion- :' like to dwell upon this feature ot the
case, but it is so full ot a lesson that
j
Loose
"Before closing I desire to allude to ought to be taken to the heart ot
can
not
of
terms
I
the.
which
every patriotic citizen, that
a circumstance
this resolution make apt and relevant pass it over in silence.
Eifraved Calling Cards.Weddiog Invitations and Announcements
It is a statement by one Miss M. F. "When I made this order I was
of public
Abbott that In an examination of the aware that the condition
OUR SPECIALTY. .
flies ot the. Interior Department a few opinion In reference to investments
atfraud
of
a
found
in Alaska, tanned by charges
weeks ago, she
postscript
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It is sent to
The New Mexican is tie oldest new spaper in New Mexico.
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amor the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
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A MESSAGE WITH A STING.
The special message sent to
yesterday afternoon by Presi

BENEFITS OF HIGH ALTITUDE.
Low altitude health resorts have

Con-pres-

A' WEALTHY STATE.
Although New Mexico is two and a
half times as large as Pennsylvania,
and although Pennsylvania has twenty times as many inhabitants to
crowd its domain, yet, Pennsylvania,
without free range, has livestock to
the value of $141,371,540, or two and
a half times the total assessed wealth
of New Mexico. This is only a small
part of the marvelous wealth of the
Keystone State, which demonstrates
the possibilities of high development
of natural resources. Yet, there are
rortions of Pennsylvania, especially
along its northern border, as , thinly
populated as New Mexico, with bar
ren stretches of land andlpf' swamps,
with dense forest and timber, with
precipitous mountains and rocky
According Ho a census report
yesterday? the horses of Pennsylvania
alone, are worth ten million dollars
more than the total assessed wealth
of New- Mexico, including railroads,
banks, farms, mines, factories, mills,
real estate and personal property.
The cattle of Pennsylvania are worth
547,202,000, and number 192,772. Even
sheep represent a value of $3,932,952,
although Pennsylvania makes no pretensions, at being a sheep or
state. Swine are valued at
$7,619,505, burros at $43,42S; mules at
$6,41S,274; and goats at $15,746. Poultry is valued at $7,674,397 and bees at
half a million dollars. When any one
therefore says that New Mexico is
the Pennsylvania of the west he is
paying the highest kind of compliment to the resources, wealth and
enterprise of this territory.

SANTA
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ft.
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How Abo.ut That Fire Insurance?
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MOULTON-ESP-

MEXICO.

ESTABLISHED

QaXn-

L BANK

IN 1870.
"V

-

Surplus and Undivided Profit,

'

n

$150,000
80,000

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to all
parts of the civilized world on as1 liberal terms as are given by
any money transmitting agency public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, on
six months' or years' time. Liberal advances made on consign-'men- ts
of livestock and products. The bank executes all orders
of. its patrons in the banking line, and aims to extend to them
as liberal treatment in all respects as is consistent with safety
and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

decided to go to Wyoming instead of (light, $6.607.10; mixed, $6.607.10;
coming to Santa Fe for his health, jheavy, $6.3$7.02; Tough, $6.306.55;
good to choice heavy, $6.557.07
WHEAT AND CORN
pigs, $5.306.70; bulk of sales, 6.70
MARKET WERE EASY. 7.00.
market,
Sheep Receipts, 18,000;
western,
Oats Weakened With Other Grains De- slow; native, $2.50 4.25;
mand Was Less Urgent for
3.905.25;
yearlings,
$2.504.25;
lambs, ntive, $3.757.15; western,
Hog Products,
l--

been advertising and preaching assidu- dent Taft reviewing in detail the
ously that there lurks danger in high granting of certain privileges on Con
$4.507.25.
altitude. The medical profession has troller Bay, Alaska, for the develop
(By Special Leased Wire to Tfew Mexican)
un
ment
of
that
has
27.
With the
great peninsula
more
Chicago,, 111., July
helped to spread that idea and
usual vigor for a state paper. It
Moroccan ,j situation appearing less
than one physician finding a tubercu should not have been necessary for
acute, the wheat market today became
losis patient dying on his hands, has the President of the United States to
easy.
told him that the altitude is too high, assume the attitude of a defendant
MASONIC.
Moreover, there are signs of larger
and
muckrakers
causes
but
the
of
nervousness,
the
altitude
tnat
'tendency
world shipments this week. In addi
Montezuma
Lodge
had
mud
better
to
of
turn their
guns
late years
heart failure, and that he
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
tion, current gossip regarding the
leave it at once for a lower altitude. It ; upon high officials doing their duty
American spring wheat crop inclined
Regular communiis difficult to eradicate the prejudice patriotically and having the best in
to favor the bear side.
cation first Monday
that has arisen on that account against terests of the people and the nation
cent
of each month at
to
September started
el heart, must be counteracted by the
Santa Fe.
Masonic - Hall at
lower at 88 to SS
and declined to
a
ANNEX
ESTANCIA
and
THE
VALLEY:
of
means
publicity
presentation
7.30.
87
The altitude of Santa Fe is given inof the facts, which in themselves
With $10,000 worth of beans raised
H. H. DORM AN,
develConsiderable
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Dr. Paton'B lecture will be illustrat
with his uncle C. V. Safford of the ed witn a large number of stereopticon
Bank of Commerce. Mr. Jolly is en lews prepared unl'- - his personal dir Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory.
route from the Pacific coast to Tope-ka-, ection while a resident of Jerusalem.
Kansas. Albuquerque
Morning
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
!r Journal.
,
PLANING
FE
SANTA
214
Don Gasper Avenue.
Miss Baughman of Manitou, OklaMILL CHANGES HANDS.
homa, is in the city on her way to
Farmington where she will teach in No Need to Send Out of Town for
the public schools. Her father, ProfesBuilding Material of Any Kind
sor L. B. Baughman has been appointin the Future.
ed superintendent of schools at FarmPROPRIETOR.
By a recent transfer, the Santa Fe
ington for the coming year.
Hagerman returned Planing Mill, has changed ownership
Saturday evening from a visit of sev and P. M. Hesch, Jr., and son, Charles
eral weeks at Colorado Springs. He W. Hesch, recent arrivals from Pennwas accompanied home by his broth sylvania, are the purchasers. Tnough
er, Percy Hsgerman, who will spend the mill is in running order and doing
several days here visiting his mother a good business, the present owners
and brother. Roswell Daily Record are determined to equip it further

J
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Does a General Banking
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Business

Townsend's Specials
FOR THIS WEEK
INFANTS' HALF HOSE

i

Your Patronage Solicited
1.
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'

President
f . STEPHENS, Cashier,
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier
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Men's Slickers

1

THE KIND THAT KEEP YOU DRY

tl

i9t

t You cannot afford to risk doctor's I
bills tethattpricel
i
4

1

and HOUSE DRESSES

LADIES' KIMONOS

AT COST.

LACE CURTAINS

s
I

OS RHMPANY
UUIIII

P. 0. ox, 219.

1111 I

r.
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Phone 36

:

:

REAL
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LOANS

PLAZA BAKERY

0.C.WATS0N&C0.
119 San Francisco

St,

- - N. M.
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John Pflueger, The

Gloveman :

GLOVES
For

AH

V

I GOLD

i5
X

a

Work Gloves.

Gloves for Everyone.

John

---

"V
MOST BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS. i
'
': h
, i ' ' ' " i ' '"-- s
9;
Bracelets.
Neck
Chains,
Pendants.
"Brooches,
Rings,

'

No

Eastern friends.

style gift more desirable for your

f

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For1 Mr

CeillCK'S

pftr' piia :
IACE LINE '

uigtw ana tadale Iraraaa,

at

P

7

hi

' THE0D0IE

MmI

RETURN
FROM

I

CtttlCK

lit

Patent

it

and why? Because
no better Flour can
at any
bought
V,

Vegetables

.
'

'

Pr. f

a H. S. KAUNE

y

8

CO.

,",

CHAMBRAYS

.

.

AND

Regular Price, $1.25

DRESSES-ASSOR-

GINGHAMS-ASSOR-

.

.

PLAIN, TAN AND BLUE GINGHAMS

Regular Price, $2.00

This Week,

.

This Week,

TRIMMED

.

.

WITH

NUOUS

SOLE" AGENTS
(.

Electric

for

;

:

;

Irns 'That Stay

THOSE

DARK

Water Heaters and PercIaters

$1.50

Call and be convinced.

MISSES' SAILOR

SUITS-14--

18

This Week

Regular $5.00 Numbers,

$4.00

CHILDREN'S COATS, SPRING WEIGHT

...

$1.25

This Week,
.
.
.
Shepards' Plaids, $1.75,
7
Old
Years
8
and
Coats,
Sizes, $150, This Week,
Pongee
"
"
" $3.00, "
6
"
Tan Crash Coats, and 7

3.00
2.25

in Santa Fe, with its low summer temperature, the
average man and woman feels the call to keep cool.
There are months in the year when one enjoys sitting in a
hammock or reclining in a wicker chair on the porch ; or, better still, gently swinging as the zephyrs fan one's cheek.
We have HAMMOCKS, PORCH SETTEES, SWINGS, and
many other things in wicker, including some neat BASKETS,
and there is no reason the delights of the good old summer
time should not be yours. Come and see our assortment.

pVEN

FURNITURE CO.

B

Saturday, July 22.

M?

LADIES' AND GENTS' ALL SILK HOSE
Fully Guaranteed

at the

35 Cents Per Pair

Infants'
J

"Always Reliable

All Silk Hose, All Colors, 25 Cents
OTHER BARGAINS ALL WEEK.

ADOLPH
XX

X

SELIGMAN

DRY

XXXXXXXSXXftSXX

Pair

J
CO.

GOODS

SXXXXX

DRUGGISTS
Phone

lil--

Phone Red 58

Niiht

Tesuque Valley Fruit Ranch

xxxxxxx.xxxxxxxxx
CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
SIGN WRITING

Containing 1,000 Bearing Trees,
Best of Ditches and Water Right.

If you are considering: an investment we can
demonstrate that this is ONE of the BEST.

First Class Work Guaranteed

Phone Black

?

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

Santa

Fe

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

No. 52

Abstract, Realty

&

Insurance Agency.

309 San Francisco

Street

z.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
LADIES'

WHITE

DRESSES,

j. P. Steed & Son

Off

One-thi- rd

1

MI

CARPENTERS
AND CABINET

All Work Guaranteed.

Phone, Red

115

AND

PLACES

Hot

Electric Toarters

2

UP

$1.00

and many more too numerous to mention.

only

Right Price

DAY
WIRE

--

$1.00

CHECKED GINGHAM

This Week,

.

$1.10
.50

SIZES

TED

.

$ .20

SIZES

TED

Aft

G6N

30c

DRESSES

MAKERS.
IOWA RAISES ITS :
PROPERTY; VALUATIONS.
The state board of equalization of FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
Iowa has added $48,750,000 to the real
SIGN PANTING NEATLY DONE

estate assessment returns for this
year and $3,000,000 to the railroad returns.

20c
15c

IX

With
the Best
Goods

AND WHITE

GINGHAM

Regular Price, $1.25

AKERS-WA6NE-

Little Drug
Store

HIKE.

you buy our

'

.

BLUE GALATEA

CHILDREN'S

The

: BUTT BROS. CO.,

,

LONG

!

H. C. YONTZ,

f

BOY SCOUTS

Tired But Happy, After' Tramp That
Took Them, to Upper Pecos and
the. Lake Peaks,
Scout Master Francis C. Wilson and
bis" Boy Scouts returned
yesterday
afternoon from their ten days' hike to
Wlnsor's on the Upper Pecos. The
boys stood the tramp well and had
the time of their young lives. They
made their journey leisurely and saw
all the sights en route, including Holy
Ghost Lake on top of the Lake Peaks
at an altitude of 12,00 feet. They did
not go into camp on the Panchuela
until the fourth day out and even
ure
IT IS OUR LEADER-sthen kept on the move.' They encountered no heavy rains, hut a contemis
plated ascent of Santa Fe Baldy, albe most 13,000 ft. high, was abandoned
because" of the dense clouds that coveror-ma- de
ed the peak. Fishing was not as good
as had been anticipated, but still
price!
there were enough trout to go around
meal times. Wild strawberries
J ,. We also have "Diamond Flour' a at
served as dessert and pancakes were
The" home trip over
High Grade Colorado Milling that is a daily standby.
the Knox trail was made in two days
and the boys arrived yesterday aftern a leader in its class.
noon after i having
walked ; fifteen
DAILY RECEIPTS OF
miles since the forenoon, the night before having been spent in the rangers' cabin on Lake Peak.

I

-,

.

FLOUR

Boss

The, Shoeman

Pflueger,

CO.

.

Size, I to 3, Regular Price $1.35, Thfc Week,
44
"
"
"
"
.60, "

If "you want the best that
conies to Santa Fe then

Purposes and AH Sizes.
Dress Gloves,

Auto Gloves,

HE

5

.

;

.

The

Mr.

SuretyBonds

.

"
"

ASSORTED COLORS

CHILDREN'S

.

with
machinery and help
boost the' new Santai Fe by having one
of the best planing (mills in the Southwest. Hesch & Son are 'first class mechanics and propose to turn out work
to the complete satisfaction of their
patrons at prices to compete witn any
out of town concerns and to do busibusiness principles, at all
FRESH BREAD AND CAKE ness onwith
kindtimes,
courtesy and
ness to all.
In connection
Dally. 6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c
with
arConfectionery, Fruits and Groceries the planing mill, Hesch & Son are
chitects of no mean ability and are
AMADO GUTIERREZ, PROP.
prepared to furnish plans and specifications for any one contemplating
building. Give them a call and be convinced that business can be done Just
as well and as cheap at home as outside. The lumber yard has a large
variety of boards, timbers, mouldings
and moulded lumber at prices that are
right.

.

"

Size,l to 3,Refular Price $ .35,This Week,

Kansas

and Mrs. W. H. Long of El
Paso, Texas, are visitors in Santa Fe.
Mr. Long is the well known sales
ageftf for the Burroughs adding pachine and brought Mrs. Long with him

35c

.. .

WM D. ARRIGHI

INSURANCE

20c

"

This Week,

CHILDREN'S GINGHAM DRESSES

guaranteed. Nothing:
the mar
the
ket affords for sale. We
still adhere to our
first established
by us

!

.:

"

Parlor Market
and Grocery

j

LffSTin?

$3.00 and
$2.50 grade"

"
"

,

UwarmnnieA IMt

1X54..

....

Regular Price, 25c

Ho-fcar- t,

Santa Fe Water arid Light Cpmpanjf

NIGHT
DSOLE AGENTS
FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Electric Tea Pots
.

-
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Oftrrososo

Cimarron
Cimarron
Nash
Harlan

Lv
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4

94

1

'
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05
46
25

1
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r.. DEDMAN,
Suoerlntendent,
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8 02

Lv

to Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

....

Ar am

6
6
6
6

35
27
17
00

pm

pm

V. P. & G. M..

P. M. WILLIAMS,
0. P. Agent,

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

J1T

ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NBW
MEXICO CENTRAL, to Torrance, Thence

THE

EAST
OR

Mil

ROUTE

WEST

Far rates and full informatioa address

EUGENE FOX,

Scottville, Mich. "I want to tell you how much I
good Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comix)und has
done me. I live on a farm and have worked mrv
hard. I am forty-fiv- e
years old, and am the mother
oi inineeu ciuiuren. juany ieopie turns, it strange
that I am not broken down with hard work and the I
care of my family, but I tell them of my good friend,
your Vegetable Compound, and that there will be
no backache and dragging pains for them if they
will take it as I have. I am scarcely ever without
it in the house.
"I will say also that I think there is no better l
medicine to be found for young girls to build them up, regulate, and
make them welL My eldest daughter ias taken the Compound for
painful, irregular periods, and it has always helped her.
" I am always ready and willing to speak a good word for the Lydia
E. Pinkham's Remedies. I tell every one I meet that I owe my health
and happiness to these wonderful medicines." Mrs. J. G. JohnsoD

Scottville, Mich, R, F.D. 3.
When shown such positive and. reliable proof that Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound really does cure such cases
wouldn't any sensible woman conclude that the same remedy
would also benefit her if suffering the same?
MORE GEXTJINE A3II CONVINCING PROOF:
Elwood, Ind.; "I was sick three months and
could not walk. I suffered all the time. I tried
doctors, and they said I could not get well without
an operation. I could hardly stand the pain, but
my right side was the worse. I couldn't sleep at
night, and L was troubled with a weakness.
"Lyaia J. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound cured
me. 1 began to leel better when l had taken only
one bottle, but I kept on until I was cured." Mrs.
Sadie Mullen, 2728 a. is. (street, Elwood, ma.
What more proof can any one ask ?

ASK FOR TICKETS

BEST

strong and healthy in a womanly way, motherhood meant to her but little Differing. The trouble lies
ui the fact that the many women suffer from weakness and
disease of the distinctly feminine organism and are unfitted
for motherhood. Thit can. be remedied.

Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription
Caret the weaknesses and

women.
disorders
It acts directly oa the delicate and ofimportant

"
nromertiood, making them
ukiuui;, luviiii vigorous, virile and
"Favorite Prescription" banishes the indispositions of the
period of expectancy and makes baby's advent easy and
almost painless. It quickens and vitalizes ttu.
organs, and insures a healthy and robust baby. Thousands of women have
testified to its marvelous merits.
It Makes Weak Women Strong, it Makes Sick Women Well.
Honest druggists do not offer substitutes, and urge them
upon you at "just
at good.
Accept no secret nostrum in place of thit
remedy. It
contains not a drop of alcohol and not a grain of
g
or injurious
non-secr- et

habit-formin-

7 46

J. VAN HOUTEN,

From Santa Fe

ANTELOPES

Slumbering Soldier is Awakened
by Fleeing Foot on His

vv

-

UXE

Stomach.

32
8 55

iiOonneets ai Oolfax with K. P. A a. W. Ry, train both Northland Soutb.HI
SSt&ge (or Van Hoviteo N, M. meet trains at Preston X.IM.I
Stage leavas Ute Park. N, M., for Kllzabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m, dally excep?
nad&ys, Fare fc uu one way J3.50 round trip; flfty pound baggage carried tree.
for the south at 11;11 p. m. arrives fromlthe
0. 4 S. train leaves Ds Mclnes, N,
tb at 4;38 a. m
:.
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HOUSE

Keen Sport of "Breaking
Through the Lines" Attracts Many

(Read Up)

19104

STATIONS

Miles

am

pm

TT7T

,

Strongit Healthy Women
If a woman

TO

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept. 1st

(Read Down)

THURSDAY, JULY 27, 1911.

WHY MEN GO

Company

Railway

GENERAL OFFICES
'

MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

I

St, Louis Rocky ML
Pacific

JiW

p. Agent.
El Paso Texas.

f

drugs. Is a pure glyceric extract of healing, native American roots.
(Letter No. 5 By a Private.)
Camp Mills, N. M., July 25. Next
to sham battles, undoubtedly the most
Now that the Santa Fe Base Ball
exhilirating phase of camp life is the ed by the sentinel.
If any man refuses to obey the fans will have a chance of seeing a
attempt of Privates to "get through
the lines."
"halt" of the man on guard, the good article of baseball
they should
There are several reasons why the chances are that the long, sharp bayo appreciate it, and help support the
men make these attempts which if un- net on the sentinel's gun will come team by attending all the games and
successful as. they usually are, lead in dangerous proximity to some part by contributing something when sub- -'
If the scriptions are taken. The business
them into the guard house. First of of the trangressor's anatomy.
all, it is not an easy matter to get a sentinel is provided with blank cart- men should be esDeciallv errtfni m
pass through the lines. Second, the ridges as was the case two years ago, there is no better advertisement for
pass Is generally made to expire at a loud report is likely to be heard.
And so it goes, Breaking through and a
11:30 p. m. and a man who goes to
winning Da8eball team. Now'
V
J
il. M
- that thov
utw" "'fa""i
a dance or party in Las Vegas does
haw. trn Mow
Mvinnt,
not wish to get back to camp at that fascinating pastime for the seasoned wnich nag been a great factor Jn
11
UUL
LU1
1CUU11
GllllOlGU
JUiaU
lUC
dare
are
there
always
hour. Third,
rapid growth of Santa Fe, they are go
devils who yearn for excitement would seem to present 57 varieties of ing to have a good baseball team, that
unwhich
are
excitement
entirely
which they can get trying to evade
"PPort it and help pay ex- as long
necessary for his well
1

-

being
the sentinels.
s
I was sleeping peacefully in our as sham battles and other exhilira-tionat
life
are
of
provided'
camp
was
awakened
tent when I
suddenly
at 2 a. m. by my companion. Me cau stated intervals.
tiously raised the side of the tept
THE SALMON GRAY?
and peered out, bidding me to do

jfJ

It is a sure thing that tne Santa Fe
rans are anxious to have a good ball
team, and now they have the opportunity if they support it. Manager Lopez is at once going to make applicaARE
tion to enter his team at the state fair
a
Do not say a word or strike
Will Be One of the Fastest Teams in at Albuquerque this year. The Salmatch," he cautioned me. "We are
mon Grays which were reorganized
Southwest, Having Secured a
fun.
have
I
of
to
see
a lot
now going
last night will be composed of the folStar
Battery.
men
an inside tip that some of the
well known players:
lowing
C.
(D.
O.)
are going to break through the lines
Catchers: Brown una Joe Berardl-nellAt last Santa Fe will have a base
at this hour and we must see what
which will be a credit to the
happens. This is more exciting than ball team
Pitchers: Jim Lopez, T. A. McCarown against any
anything else we have witnessed to- city and will hold its
team of the Southwest. A final meet-- ' thy, and Reardon.
day."
The otner members will be F. Dig-- .
of the Santa Fe fans was held last
We listened. Finally we heard a ing
neo, M. Stanton, Gus Koch, Pete
were
which
in
arrangements
a
was
night
rumbling sound. Then there
P. Griego, Tom Closson, Cap-tai-n
of
the
stampeding which reminded one of a completed forSalmon
John Alarid, and Teddy Area
Grays Base Ball
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
bunch of Montana ponies
running the Santa Fe
club. Romulo Lopez, who is well John Alarid has been selected captain,
Compound has been the standard remedy for
during a lightning storm. Suddenly
female ills. No sick woman does justice to
known as an enthusiastic baseball fan and has his men practicing every day.
were
cries of "Corooral of the guard"
"Doc" McCarthy to Pitch.
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
Also cries of "Halt! Halt! was elected manager, and he will un
heard.
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and
It is reported on good authority that
manof
best
one
the
much
to
do
prove
seem
doubtedly
not
good
did
They
has thousands of cures to its credit.
Dr. Thomas
the ereat
McCarthy,
My friend explained that it was a agers that a Santa Fe team ever had, twirler of
1
Jo Mrs. Pinkbam invites all sick women
Cornell, will e in the lineup
inter
as
his
taken
life
had
been
all
he
has
who
men
great
sure thing that the
L- rto write her for advice. She has
Of the Salmon Grays.
Dr. McCarthy
down town were coming through, not est in the national pastime, and is anx
guided thousands to health free of charge.
is always a tower of strength on any
Address Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass
in squads but in entire companies. ious to have in Santa Fe a champion
team ne plays with. As he not only
Certainly there was enough noise for ball team. He is go.ng to furnish the has wonderful
strength, but great skill
baseball
best
with
fans
the
Fe
Santa
battalions.
and When he gets into practice there
HIS WIFE KICKED HIM
of
seen
ever
we
made
games
were
here,
regardless
arrests
How
many
IN FACE AND BODY.
the expense in bringing new players, or of is sure to be maiy strike outs.
pnuld not ascertain. Perhaps
Manager Lopez is preparing to
overwhelmed
so
bringing other teams to the city. Gilhad been
Palace.
Turned Out Lights While He Was sentinels
of numbers that bert Mirabal was elected secretary of schedule games with several fast
the
appearance
by
E. G. Settle, Chicago.
Divorces
teams as soon as the players get into
Reading Seven
they failed to take any action. My the Salmon Grays, and it was a good
C J. Dawe, Denver.
Granted In One Day.
good fighting trim, and as soon as the
as
at
selection
he
as
that
has
had
stated
however,
experience
companion
I. Atwood, Chicago.
27.
Denver,
Colorado,
July
the last encampment at Las Vegas secretary of several clubs, being sec- new men arrive. He expects they will
L. Lloyd, Pecos.
Many acts of cruelty on the part ot
F from Santa retary of the Young Men's Republican be here very soon.
Alexander Read, Tierra Amarilla. his wife were related by Gustave H. two years ago Company
one night ar Club of this city. Fred Lopez was seand
on
was
Fe
guard
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. How,
Honest Medicines Versus Fakes
Speller, in the county court where he rested no less.than 75 men and threw lected as treasurer of the club, and no
;
was granted a divorce from Mrs. them into the guard house.
President Taft's recent message sugbetter selection could be made as he
F. W. Pratt, Carlsbad.
Louisa Speller. Speller said his wife
Perhaps the guard on duty that is an ardent baseball fan, an honest, gesting an amendment to the Pure
C. C. Catron and party, City.
has an ungovernable temper and has night had taken the line jumpers by active young man, being deputy Food and Drugs law in- Its relation to
J. C. Leavitt, Denver.
made life miserable for him. If- - he the iob lot to the guard house.
treasurer of Santa Fe county. Nathan Prepared Medicines, does not refer to
chances to lie down on the floor to
While we were whispering in the Salmon, who organized
the Salmon such standard medicines as Foley's
Montezuma.
rest, he says, she kicks him in the dark, we suddenly felt a whizz past Grays a few years ago, was very Honey and Tar Coumpound and Foley
A.
Charles
Reynolds, Denver.
face and body. He declared she liked our heads and the next thing we
when he heard that the team Kidney Pills both of which are true
Alfred Harrien, Benton, Kas.
to torment him while he is reading knew a man was passing through our pleased
had been
and said he medicines carefully compounded of inMrs. E. K. Harrison, London, Eng. by
turning 'out the lights, and that tent as though he had been shot out was willing to help the team all he gredients whose medicinal qualities
H. A. Sparling, New Orleans.
she has involved him in quarrels with of a gun. One of his feet struck me
and was
tnat Santa Fe was are
by the medical profesMr. and Mrs. L. A. Burke, Valley their neighbors.
The couple were on the stomach and the other must could, to have aglad ball team. Man- sion recognized
itself es the best known remedial
going
good
Ranch.
married March 11, 1896.
on
my
have done some percussion
Lopez has secured a league bat- agents for the diseases they are inMr. and Mrs. J. F. Miller, Valley
in ager which
We groaned
Drunkenness.
companion's liver.
will be hard to beat, and tended to counteract. For over three
tery
Ranch.
After waiting four years after bring- surprise but there was no serious which will be nere in a few days. decades Foley's Honey and Tar ComJ. W. Reid, Colorado Springs.
ing divorce proceedings in the coun damage..
They are Reardon and Brown. Man- pound has been a standard remedy for
Tom Davies, Colorado Springs.
We heard the next day that he had
ty court, Mrs. Catherine Munds.,1289
Lopez has also his eye on two coughs, colds and affections of the
ager
V. Carlisle, Dallas, Texas.
tents
South Pearl street, yesterday appear- jumped through three different
young
Edna Bangham, Oklahoma City.
players whom he ., expects to throat, chest and lungs for children
He
ed before County Judge Dunn and se with the aeility of an antelope.
Jt It.
A
(.U.
bring to Santa Fe next month. The aim lui
George D. Merrills, Dallas.
fiiunu yviBuus, nuu XL reuuiis
evi
the
not
was
guard,
by
captured
cured a divorce from Benjamin Munds
Salmon
will
be
O.
York.
of
New
Grays
its
all other
above
the
Greer,
composed
today
Ralph
runner.
was
a
he
for
whom she charged with drunkenness dently,
W. B. Freeman, City.
But the late arrivals in camp do best baseball players that claim Santa' preparations of its kind. Foley Kidney
tfleir home in addition to the four Pills are equally effective and meritorMr. and Mrs. W. H. Long, El Paso. and cnieltv.
not always travel in squads and com Fe
L.
divorce
Cora
Woolev
a
obtained
new players that will be brought here. ious. For sale by all druggists.
M. A. Ross, Albuquerque.
from Ralph E. Wooley on the ground I panics. They generally try to sneau
Charles Leonard, Chicago.
of cjuelty. They were married De in where tne guards are mteiy to ue
i
H. W. Koeneke, Wichita, Kas.
few and far between and they meet
cember 22, 1898.
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with greater success when the night
She Alleges Cruelty.
Coronado.
Mrs. Gussie M. Harrison secured a is dark.
E. M. White, Hobart, Oklahoma.
One man, whose name I shall not
divorce from Guy K. Harrison yesterJ. B. Rusk, Chama.
mention but who hails from Santa
She
day.
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cruelty.
M. R. Pilcher, City.
Wessie F. McQuoid testified that her Fe, is said to be an adept at slipping
D. Cross, Moriarty.
husband, Harry J., has the affinity by the guard and falling on his face
near some tent, his khaki uniform
habit. She was given a divorce.
SOAPWEED IN PICKLE
blending so harmoniously with the
Habit.
Affinity
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
A NEW CONDIMENT.
Mrs. May Webster Donovan said her color of the shelter that he is never
SAME
THING
IN THE COURSE OF
comHe halts at the
husband also has the affinity habit discovered.
Pickled Bear Grass Buds or Soap-wee- She said that Patrick
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER
A RUBBER STAMP
Donovan has mand of halt but he does so in such
J.
Delicatessen is tne last condi- a soulmate in
She was a recumbent position as to remain
Texas.
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One of the first nights
Martha Young was given a divorce
ubiquitous pickle. A woman in east- from Walter V. Young, on a charge of camp the antelope proclivities of the
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
ern New Mexico has invented it and
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the secretary of the immigration;
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men
the
and
all
the
in
at
it
upon which Mary G. 'Paine
bear grass pods look very tempting grounds
secured a divorce from Victor Paine, point of a pistol in an effort to find
In the bottle and have every appear whom
September 14 the man who had eluded the guard.
ance of being able to make a noise 1904. - she married
One-li- ne
A New Ruse.
v:;-:inches long
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Stamp, not over 2
like a pickle although neither the
One chap said that a clever ruse
.
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on
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stamp
secretary nor any of his visitors have TECHNICAL QUIBBLES IN
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CASE AGAINST FULGHUM, the camp. He said that he came to
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not
.
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3
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.
and
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ste tickler is Frank Page, the well
long.
walk with him and just as he saw
Against Sixteen Year Old Maria
known U. S. court commissioner and
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the guard approaching he himself
Salazar at Albuquerque.
nature fakir of Buchanan, Guadalupe
One-liover 5 inches long per inch . . .
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Albuquerque, N. M., July 27. The hollered "halt" and placed his com
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Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long.
with a statutory offense, accordingly beat a retreat. Then he
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again yesterday before and his companion calmly proceeded
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,,
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and
more experienced, breaking
sheep ran wild after the buds and
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DATES, ETC.
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and date, for
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As the editors are "doubting Thorn The defense
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month,
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day
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Man
insisted that the comFriday footprints on their abdo
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men and fleeting visions, of flying
Regular
the
on
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and give them thereof to eat. This that it
alleged the girl, Maria Salazar, khakled soldiers grew less frequent.
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;
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from the
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pomethlng new under the sun."
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Kidney Diseases Are Curable.
some- to the guard house with the man who
mitted, hand down
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under certain conditions. The right time today, in the hit decision
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4
25
cts
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All
Pad
colors.
cts.
9,
Ink,
per bottle.
Stamp
Fulghum has it If an officer comes he is ormedicine must be taken bfore the dis- Is still incarceratedmeantime
In the county jail dered to halt like any one else and
FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,
ease has progressed too far. Mr. Per- not having been
able to make the re- when he replied to the question "Who
ry A. Pitman, Dale, Texas.,
ys: "I quired $500 bond. ' ;' '
:
goes there?" the word "An officer",
was down in bed for four months with
The girl Maria Salaser has been the sentinel says "Advance' and be
and
bladder
trouble
and gall taken in charge
kidney
v
.
r
Y. W. CV A. recognised."
stones. One bottle of Foley's Kidney who will care for byherthe
for a time and The officer then advances and as
J SANTX FE,
MEXICO.
Remedy cured me well and sound." endeavor to find a position as a do- - he is recognized (by hlsf boots or
Ask for it For sale by all druggists, mestlc In the
leather puttees generally) he Is passcity.
i.
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Are You Going Fishing
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The Rio Grande protects one

fare for round tripfor fishing
parties consisting of three or
more people from Sante Fe to
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For Further Information Call on or Address,
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F. H. McBRIDE, Agent,
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SHEA, T. F., P. A., Santa Fe
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Write for Premium List and Program.
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JOHN B. McMANUS,

President.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

(Pecos Forest. Not Coal.)
Department of the Interior.
.U, S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M..
July 12, 1911.

nez, Jose Angel, Patricio Garcia, all
of Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.

1-

.

Connections made with Automobile
line.
t Vaughn for RosweTi, dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Rot
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros-weat 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The
year Proof, to establish claim to the 'are between Santa F and Torrance
land above described, before Register Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Roswell $io. Reserve seats on
by wire. J. w 9'ockard.
6anta Fe, N. M., on the 23rd day of
August, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
If you want anything on earth try
Jose Maria Apodaca, Luis Marti-- a NeWt Mexican Want Ad.
4

auto-mobil-

.

1-

1-

Register.

Notice Is hereby given tbat Manuel
Martinez y Lujan, of Lamy, X. M,
who, on October 31, 1904, made homestead entry No.
for SW
Section 3, Township 14 N, Range 11
E N. M. M. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make Final five
8111-0390-

1- -2

'

1- -2,

3--

'

x4

x7

1--

:

.

,

i

,

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
KV
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AN APPEAL TO THE
GOOD ROADS COMMISSION.

IN THE NIGHT
WATCHES

Ask it

County Authorities

Bernalillo

to Put Fourth Street, Albuquerque, in Good Shape.

gone out after all! What a fool 'he
had been to go to sleep. And where
could she be at this hour? He opened
the window and leaned far out No
He paced up
sign of life anywhere.
and down ln a fury, leaned from the
window at about every fourth turn.
His mind was chaos. Visions of accidents haunted him. All sorts of impossible explanations surged through
his brain. The minutes passed. Two
o'clock came
He mopped
the perspiration from his face. Jove!
If this was what it meant to wait for
people the Lord forgive him for the
many times he had made Ina do it.
At three o'clock he strode down the
stairs, a delirious determination to
find her dominating every other emo
tion. To his amazement the hall door
stood wide open. On the top step was
Ina, ber back to him gazing wildly up
and down the street. As he stepped
out she turned with a little shriek
and threw her arms around his neck.
Oh, Jimmy, Jimmy," she sobbed,
'where have you been?
I've been
waiting for you for hours!"
"Waiting!" he gasped, "I've been
waiting for you. Where "
You didn't come in. I was watch
ing. I never took my eyes off the
door for a minute. You didn't come
in! ah naralntBil "Hnw rtlrl "
I didn't go out," he interrupted. "I
wanted to find out Ina, come inside.
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THE
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years ago. Since It bcca-nreached his house and as he carefully
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time his wife of a year had not waitTerritorial District Attorn y
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Dentistry a Specialty
cheerfu, BmHe,
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begun on the Camino Real of which
Practise in the District and SuAg ne entered
darUened hallway
this is a part, Bernalillo county turn- - he heayed a Blgn of thankfulness. All
years old. They are made on the sign is pretty with small flowers set preme Courts.
Prompt and careful of Frisco and Shelby Stg.
ed over to the Territorial Good Roads; wa8 BtHL For the flrgt tlme ln tnelr
familiar bell and helmet shapes and in the ribbon band at intervals or with attention
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He opened the bedroom door softly,
The basement!" exclaimed Jimmy,
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placed part on the uprer right brim has gone by when it was hard to
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was the application for a liquor
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for $125.50 for recapturing
Special Agent C L O.
Formerly
deuce!" he muttered, even as whispered, kissing her frantically in
"The
Chemical
and Microscopical ExGray in April was approved.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
he breathed a gusty sigh of relief. At his relief, "I'll never )eave you alone
of blood, sputum, urine
aminations
The salary of Carlos P. Armijo, asrate it wasn't a tragedy or a again a minute, now that I know what
sistant county health officer was up any
and gastric contents. Directions
WILLIAM McKEAN
scandal.
But what the dickens
it feels like."
on his application raised to $40 per
for collecting specimens given on
Qone hepej
Attorney-at-La"
application.
At 111,11 moment the hall door TRAIT
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Law.
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eral road fund in favor of W. H. Gill-- , mounted the stairs. A moment later
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Where
Man
sum
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enwater for the
j ina swept into the room, neck and
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He Was Born Because He
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held on April 27 last.
j gown, eyes
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at Law.
their corrective, healing, tonic, and
Attorneys
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A number of accounts were apPractice in the courts and before stimulating effect upon the kidneys,
The love of the Irishman for his
proved and warrants ordered drawn1 "Where have you been?" demand-Land Department
bladder and urinary passages. They
one
of
home
is
his
traits,
after which the board adjourned until ed Ina's lord.
Land grants and titles examined.
are antiseptic, antilithtc and a uric
Out amusing myself," returned Ina and ln "Ireland Yesterday and Today,"
3 o'clock Thursday, August 3.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan- - acid solvent. For sale bv all drugflippantly. She came over and kissed Mr. Hugh Sutherland gives a pleasant
cia, N. M.
trimmed win
gists.
him. "Poor boy," she cooed, "have and yet pathetic Instance of that dewest
ln
CURE SEEMS ALMOST
was
the
He
votion.
traveling
been
I
told you
you
waiting long?
WORSE THAN DISEASE. to go to bed."
of Ireland, and was rather astonished
compartments
"I want to know where you've to find the third-clas- s
men. At
Fumes From Rotten Meat Now De- been," persisted Jimmy doggedly.
crowded with sturdy-lookin- g
clared a Specific for Tubercu"Do I ever ask where you've been?" a junction station a
losis Germ,
bearded man cheerfully enlightened
"No, but that's different"
"Yes, that's different." mimicked him as to the reason why so many
were traveling.
London, July 27. Following on the Ina.
heels of the report of the royal tuber-Sure, sir, we've all been over in
Jimmy sat still, morosely regarding
culosis commission and the annual her.
England workln'," he said. "I've been
conference of the National
"I haven't done anything to bring away since April myself, and there s
Society
20 good pounds in me pocket this
for the Prevention of Tuberculosis discredit to the sacred name of
the announcement of a strange ning," she Informed him, "If that's blessed minute to pay the rent an' buy
new cure for consumption by a for- -' what you're afraid of. But I'm not a bit of bacon an' that for the winmer miner of the name of Bryant who going to sit around here like a Billy ter."
But what do you go to England
worked in the coal pits at Bradford dummy while you go oft and have fun.
for? Why not stay on your own farm
and who was attacked by consump- I'm going to have some myself.
In the days that followed curiosity and work that?"
tion.
and suspicion tortured Jimmy. The
'God save you, sir, an' do you think
Starts Breeding Maggots.
happened twice again ln the we go to England because we like it?
thing
Bryant started the breeding of mag- next week, but never cnnld he fnnn Is It likely we'd leave our own farms
gots, which are raised in England for from Ina tne
lnkUng 0, wnere if so be we'd get food an clothes an'
l'smug uh.ii. unu ieeuing pueaoauio, - gne had been.
rent by stayin'? Bad luck to it, we
ana tnere was an immediate ana conThe third time he found the explan- - go because we have to, to get the
uuuous improvement m ueauu mai atory note on his dressing table he money we need."
BOOK-CASE- S
led him to suppose that the gas of turned and went swiftly downstairs
'Then why not go to England alto
tne pumnea meat upon wmcn ne prea. again, determined to watch for her gether?"
STANDARD-COLONIAL-IDEAL
the maggots was the cause.
return and discover what he could
The big man turned and looked over
He sent for his youngest daughter,; but Just as he he turned the corner of the desolate country. The winter dusk
who was in a consumption sanatorium the stairway Ina closed the hall door. was falling swiftly, and the outlines of
Three different and distinct types of
"Elasand in two months she became a ro- - He thought that she looked distinctly the hills were indistinct, but we could
Book-Cas- es
tic"
made in dull or polish finish quartered
bust girl, having gained seventeen startled and somewhat confused. He still see the empty land and feel its
strode to the door and threw it open. rugged unkindness.
Yet the man's
pounds.
real
oak
or
You can select a pattern adapted to
mahogany.
GOWNS
GRACEFUL GOWN.
FOR THE SUMMER
No one was In sight
voice was very tender as he spoke.
Thirty Patients Benefit.
character
the
of
room
"Where have you been?" he de
you have chosen for a library. We ear'Twenty miles on," he said, "there's
Bryant now has thirty patients
Wide Choice of Colors Is Allowed for
hnuithlTier tlio sma from the mitrlfied manded, angrily, "and with whom?
in
a bit of a cabin and a bit of land. In
the
goods stock, with plain, leaded or plate glass doors.
ly
the Costumes of the Prethat cabin I was born and on that land
neat, with a result that is said to be, msl8t on knowing.
vailing Season.
"Really? Well, if you must know my father worked.
Is It like, now,
excellent.
New Mexican Printing Com pany, sole agents, Santa Fe, N. M.
I am in the evenings, Jimmy that I'd leave it to live in England or
A Bradford analyist reports that an!
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nd out
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mosphere showed that its principal
many colored as black ones are made,
But
constituents are ammonia and tri- - Htay at home and find out That got can dig a living out of
while the same can be .said of the
ye Mn
idea. To tell the truth God be good to me, I love it, sir."
methylamine. which even in a weak
taffeta silks. Many of
solution, destroy microbes in a feww his convivial evenings abroad were Youth's Companion.
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Gourmet's Idea.
The fumes, when inhaled, come in- his subconsciousness was robbed of
the skirt, fashioned ln such manner
the
of
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picture
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to contact with the tubercle bacilli
The French statesman, M. Monts,
that the appearance Is given of a
reduce their vitality and may even at home ln dreamy adoration, eagerly is the proprietor of a brandy of which
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kill them without any injurious effect waiting his return. He was apt to he is very proud. The story goes that
fectly
possible on warm days as well
morose and depart early. For once when
grow
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King
upon the human organism.
as cool, for yoke and sleeves may be
Jimmy loved his wife sincerely in his General Galliffet were dining togethof
transparent material.
man's way. (Relations began to grow er. Monis
brandy was served, and
THREE THOUSAND DOLLARS
.
Extremely practical, also, are the
strained Detween him and Ina.
MONTHLY NOT ENOUGH.
King Edward drank his portion off at
costumes for cool days.
lew nights later he announced one gulp, Galliffet, connoisseur, stared,
In plain color, with trimmings of
old
were
com
classmates
have
he
exclaimed,
h,lB
"you
Sire,"
Mrs. Marcia A. McClurg Needs That
striped black and white, there is quite
"
wiu mat ne would mitted a crime!" King Edward laugh
Much snri Man tn Maintain Hap
a new model with which Is worn a
Volume 15, New Mexico
e
I
late
kissed
back,
asked.
Ina, ed. "Why?" he
getting
u
"Brandy like
lace waist of white over the color of
down
the
stairs
tramped
and banged that." was the reply, "should be sav
,
Decisions
of
the gown. It Is of filet and Irish lace
ored.' Tou should lift it gently, pass
Is not necessary that
Denver, Colo., July
combined.
It
New Mexico
'fcepUon It under your nose, enjoy the aroma,
to the final report filed in the county'
real lace be used to carry out the
on
drew a chair to the and then put It back on the table."
court by Fred G. Moffat, as executor window facingright,
model
never
for
there
satisfactorily,
the street and sat down. "And after that?" the king said
1909
1910
of the estate of the late James A.
was a time when so many effective
"Low down trick to spy on her."
about it"
talk
he
,
"After
sire,
that
exImitation laces could be bought at
,
McClurg. the average monthly
,
v
T
such low prices. Harper's Bazar.
pense of maintaining the household of
8- Fine Effect '
.'
Mrs. Marcia A. McClurg, the widow.j '
Imbibes rather freely."
Nine
o'clock
n
"Griggs
f
.o
passed.
i.
No sound came
Restoring Faded Flowers.
"Yes, Griggs says when his system
fnM-- !
thp hnnhnM .rncnon on ,
iV
One may freshen faded artificial
: .from upstairs,
Is illuminated he always feels that he
flowers by retlnting them with water
Confound It!" muttered Jimmy. "Got is a success in Ufe."
Bhnw that the' .
bills. Tha nai r
colors.
After they are tinted, curl
lOOIBU
so
WOnt
Me
lUDe;
W".
istate has been credited with $34,665 out this late. Might as well an to
'
the petals again with the blunt side
Defined.
1
received from the estate of the late
of a case knife.
till midnight and then let on I
"What Is a pessimist, pa?"
David H. Moffat, Mrs. McClurg's fath sleep
beNotice how the petals curl back
Inat arnt Back "
"A pessimist, my son, is a man who
er. The entire value of the McClurg
fore tinting them and then curl in a
life is a game of 'Tag,' and he
thinks
FilfrncT Covers Volumes I to 9 Inclusive,
estate as given in the Inventory
similar manner and do not apply the
Is always 'It
5
with
satin
This
Price
is
of
soft
draped
Fred G. Moffat was al$132,957.93.
Postpaid
paints too wet or it will be impossible
In the meantime Ina, lounging com
e
of the same, color, and to obtain good results.
lowed $1,000 for his services as execWHY POETS SINO.
in an easy chair upstairs, pe
fortably
trimmed with lace and satin bands.
Gerald Hughes, attorney for
utor.
This is the best home method of
rused her novel till the clock struck
The hat Is of tegal straw trimmed
flowers that have become
the estate, was allowed $2,600.
restoring
eleven. Then she rose, slipped into
with roses.
faded.
her dressing room and commenced an
elaborate evening toilet About
$7.50,
Other Velvet Accessories.
The New Gloves.
quarter to twelve, fully arrayed, she
which
smart
French
The
fancy
Velvet ornaments summer raiment
urew a gracerui evening wrap aoout
Missouri Code Pleadings,
In the way of Swiss embroidered or should reach here soon Is the wearing
her, slipped softly down the back
in
the
suede
of
muslin
or
cambrio
morning
gloves
gray
linen,
to
openworked
down
then
the
another flight
stairs,
The School Of Archaeology.
dresses, more often than not charm or with all Informal costumes. These
basement drew a comfortable wooden
have one button at the wrist and are
lectures
ior me' rocker to one of the windows, which,
The program oi
ingly worked in floral sprays and
with mercerized cotton, that then turned widely over the hand Into
summer session oi tne tscnooi ox M in w many New York houses, were
Forms for Missouri Pleading : : : Price
Postpaid
looks remarkably like silk. A velvet a cuff which Is lined with Empire
American Archaeology at Santa Fe, on a level with the street ensconced
is
braid.
It
or
butof small velvet
quite
green
Egyptian
and
lash
.groups
this
ln
with
paper
himself
view
of
a
the
published
yesteraay,;
good
COMPILED LAWS 1897
tons make an effective trimming, and a fashion of the moment to have this
gives one a good Idea of the lm-- (- trance, and waited.
frock most cuff of the glove carry out the color
'
worn
,
a
complete a summer
or
scion
wis session
think," she giggled, "that he
t0
, portance
scheme of the costume.
,
daintily.
tlflc standpoint
SESSION LAWS IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH
remaps some oi has never once suspected. And It's
the names of lecturers are not wnouv waking him up with a vengeance."
' familiar to the people of this terri- It Sure Is,
it was half oast one when Mr. Lah
1899, 1901, 1903, 1905, 1907, 1909
A Natural Pear.
-What you need is outdoor
tory; they are familiar names in the ning awoke. He crept to the window
"Bo that's a
vent
country-at-larg- e
and New Mexico Is and examined his watch by the light
Mid Mr. Mlffgsley, when his wife had
e
to be congratulated on the privilege of a street lamp.
"But a man can't take outdoor
FOR SALE BY THE
Bncovered her face. "'I feared when
at this season, doe. It's too I saw you coming that It waa some
of hearing such authorities on sub"Holy smoke!" he mattered, "shell
cold to sit on the bleachers now."
lects of such absorbing Interest. The be all vp in the air. Let's hope to
kind of a disease."
Ho crept
New Mexico speakers are men of goodness she's asleep!"
w
wnose
wor
ana
ammy
"v v
scnoiarsmp
Strong Charaetsra,
TtT 1 She I wonder why posts always
Not Nowadays,
i
u u
w
uuuw
too weu Known to neeu commuu
"No man Is utterly uuUffereat to
about the delights of spring?
sing
Tokmins was a very wise man. Just
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
""W""
have
Airoouerqoe Morning journal., y
he
Few
money enough
poets
pnMlc."
He
consider his advice to his son."
I
v
" to tars a bouse; therefore they don't
"
Sonwbodv
has
"Oh, I don't know.
7?, ho saw the not
"Heads well. But would a really
, Us drwalng
tf yon want anything on
4
I
tribulations of to wear tU first strar hat a tte wise man
to tell his sen
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Fourteen Hughes for property in precinct No. five feet of water this week. A nun ' Senator Bristow of Kansas announced
employer, W. A. Heather.
The her of horses were drowned,
from Pena.
were
4, including the planing mill.
recovered
the he would offer amendments to be voted
goats
THE DAILY ROUND
No getting away from it
If you consideration was $1,500. Another school house was carried forty rods by on tomorrow. Teh final vote on tne
want good mea on the table you must was from Jose Dolores Garcia and the current and N. G. Giddings suf- bill will occur Tuesday of next week.
How It Was Done.
buy the best. Jhe cook cannot make Josefa Sena de Garcia to Levi A. fered much damage to his holdings,
D. C, July 27. The
a good dish of meat cut from old Hughes for property in precinct No. At Lake Arthur, Chaves county, the
Washington,
Sanla Fe, N." M., July 27.
Pecos was two miles wide and con- passage of the bill came after a defeat
steers. Andrews buys only the best, 3. The consideration was $1.
The weather for New Mexico
was done to farms. of the Underwood House bill, 44 to 36,
no matter what is the cost.
Prejudice of Pierre Marie is a Vita- siderable damage
X tonight and Friday generally
on almost a party vote, after the origican
Meat
one.
See
it
Not
that
a
and
you
tonight,
Why
good
Buy
'graph
X fair.
Not much
WOOL BILL IS PAS8EO.
change in X eat. K. C. beef is tender and juicyj illustrated Lecture on Ben Hur
nal La Follette substitute had been
X
X temperature.
stereoptl-Sho- t
voted down with only the Republican
Ben
Hur
the
pnd you can get it at Andrews.
for
slides
(The
(Continued From Pag One.)
XX XS X X X X X X XX X
Un
Cloudcroft Seventeen
lecture have come and will be ex- Insurgents in its' favor.
"
shots were fired at Cloudcroft, Otero fcjbited tomorrow evening at the First
Having secured a vote on the Undercorres-drivCommon and Spring Clothes Pins county,
manufacturer woolen rates
wood bill, as passed by the House, the
yesterday, in an attempt to Presbyterian church. Rev. B. Z. Mc
are
rates
still
These
in stock at Goebels.
high
fam-!
pondingly.
as
the
out the .negro servants of
collough will give the lecture
Democrats then supported a motion
s
rates proposed in the
The Best There is in meats: give ilies
jvieWs are passing on the screen. The above the
made by Senator La Follette to reconsummering there. No damage
on
J your order to Andrews.
Garwood
wool,
bill, especially
done besides the breaking of sev-- ! exercises will begin at eight o'clock
sider the vote by which their bill was
20
cent
ad
cows.
WANTED Milch
per
Phone eral windows.
r. m. At the close of the lecture, Mrs. which was placed at
defeated.
,
Black No. 188, Capital City Dairy.
lo-valorem.
dam
"Chariot.
the
will
recite
McCord
Spillway Out The spillway
As soon as tne motion to reconsider
Pleased.
rose
Pen
In
cents.
The
That Good Program again tonight cated at Lakewood on the Pecos,
Race." Admission fifteen
had been carried, La Follette offered
Washington, D. C, July 27. "The his
at the Elks'. Don't miss it.
Eddy county, was washed out by proceeds will go to the Christian Encompromise.
our
to
liking"
situation is entirely
Zu- eavor society.
Smallpox at Juarez Only two cas- floods this wee'k, and the water of
of the finance
Penrose
said
Chairman
Chav-es of smallpox are officially reported ber Hollow, transformed Dexter,
SEALED PROPOSALS.
We nave Put on an extra wagon
committee.
at Juarez, Mexico, today, while off- es county, into a lake that covered tne j t0 care for our increasing meat
Sealed proposals will be received at
the
satisfied
that
are
"We
president the office of A. R.
to a depth o two feet.
Raton,
icially at least, typhus has been
ness, and we are going to get that will veto
any bill that can be sent to New Mex., until 31st Streicher,
Anilrewfl
AntA 1c a srrent laugh, mof n rnn In Hmo
Atuali I
stamped out.
day of July, 1911,
we
and
within
h'm
range
prescribed
the
'
at
for plumbing, heating and electric
the Game Is the main Don't fail to see this picture
That Aut0 Lcense Question-T- he
Knowing
what- Santa Fe Automobile Association has shall proceed next winter and
of the Minwiring for the north
thing today. When you want import- Elks' tonight.,
revision
be
ever
totariff
may
necessary, ers Hospital of Newwing
C. Kinsell
Good for Kinsell-- R.
decided to send a committee to talk,
ed groceries, go to some one who
Mexico. Plans
tariff are on file with
the Secretary of the
knows all about it. Louis Napoleon, day sends the New Mexican a bunch t0 the clty C0Uncil about granting a Then we shall have the Intelliof hoc millet three feet high and of temtiorarv and free license to visit- - board's report and can work
the delicatessen store.
Board, also at the office of I. H. &
addition
This
in
gently."
W. M. Rapp & Co., Santa Fe, New
Las Cruces Man Arrested W. A. which he has forty acres,
ing automobilists in the city.
Farmers Free List Up.
Mexico, and Trinidad, Colorado.
Wentz of Lcs (iruces was arrested at to forty acres in cowpeas, forty acres me& is to free such persons from the
Washington. D. C, July 27. The
The right to reject any or all bids
El Paso for fighting with Walter Will- in potatoes, hundred acres in beans bother of getting out a license when
Wentz was dis- and hundred acres in corn, all doing; they do not intend to reside here. It farmers free list bill was laid before is reserved by the Board.
iams, a chauffeur.
A. R. STREICHER,
well, and promising a big yield that;was pointed out at the meeting of the tne Senate by Senator Penrose today
charged and Williams fined $20.
If You Want to Please your friends ought to net a profit of several jnou-- ! automobile club that Santa Fe should and was made the unfinished buisenss.
Secretary.
in the east, then surely you want to sand dollars. Mr.'Kinsell's farm is make an effort to bring autoists herej
them as long as possible, as,
send them gold or silver filigree in near Stanley, southern Santa Fe coun-lanmost beautiful designs. See-- , adver- ty.
they spend a good deal of money. But
The wnen they are harrassed about
Predicted
Weather
Fair
tisement of H. C. Yontz on page five.
a
bureau today changes its
out a license they leave the city
Charged With .Stealing Goats
was arrested at Silver City on tics and predicts fair weather for
a huff.
the charge of stealing goats from his night and Friday. Last night the: wedded This Afternoon Samuel
temperature dropped to 53 degrees, Flanigan of Santa Fe, and Miss Myr-bSuit.
Colors or Mixed in Quantities
the maximum yesterday was 75 tie Mosher, also of this city, were
92.. Phone. ...92
degrees. The relative humidity was married this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
Given
'down to 44 per cent last evening. iat the M. E. parsonage on Don Gas-- ,
There were heavy showers and par aVenue by Rev. B. F. Summers,
storms in the mountains but Santa The groom has a position at Las Ve-- ;
405 PALACE AVE.
Phone, Black 204.
Fe received only .03 of an inch of gas ana- will go to the Meadow City,
A. G. Hal- the
Habeas
of
night.
writ
during
Corpus
jrain
j
Satisfied Customers are increasing COmb who had been sent home to Ros--!
our meat business. They know good wen from the asylum for the insane
j meat when
they see and taste it, and. at Las Vegas on parole, has sued out
are recommending Andrews market, a writ of habeas corpus to prevent his
i
Have you tried H?
being returned to the asylum. He
Warranty Deeds Several warran-- : claims he is sane and that efforts to
ty deeds were recorded today in the. declare him of unsound mind are
probate clerk's office, among them simply to get a hold of his property.
cne from Philip Hesch, Sr., and Catha- jThe case is set for July 31. In the
or remodel this season? If so, let us advise you
rine Hesch, his wife, to Levi A. meanwhile Halcomb is in jail.
92.. .Phone.. ..92
Must Close on Sunday The mayor
regarding your plumbing equipment. It is one of
!find aldermen of El Paso have given
the most important elements of
MILITARY BL EES ACADEMY.
strict instructions to the police force
the home, and should receive
Open September 20th. New management. Dr. W. A. Wilson, eight that the very strict
years president Lexington College, Lexington, Mo., fifteen years president saloon regulation law must be enforc-- !
careful consideration.
million ed Sundays and weekdays and that
of Baylor College, Belton, Tex., has atsolute lease. Over one-hadollars invested. Finest equipment outside of West Point. Full faculty. the police must keep especially watch
Bathrooms which we have
Col. G. L. Byroade, U. S. A Commandant.
Send for catalogue, W. A. on every saloon. Any policeman fail-- j
installed
are giving their owners
Wilson, A. M., Supt., Macon, Mo.
ing to close a saloon open on Sunday
or to report other violations, is to be
perfect service. "jStatttMri"
'.
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Kansas City Meats
the best lot
just
received

Have

of beef we have had.

We

al-

ways buy the best, and this

e

lot is Extra Fine K. C. Beef.

Veal, Nice Young and Tender.

Un-wa-

Pork, K. C. Corn Fed

.

Sweet Breads, Liver and Brains.

1

Pork, VVenniwurst, Bologna. Headcheese, Lunch
Meat and Boiled Ham.

SAUSAGE

;

1

bust-stree-

Phone

No.

i,

F. Andrews

Phone No.4.

.

i

)

Turquoise, Laveliers,

'

Amethysts, Opals,

a

EXQUISITE DESIGNS

to-;i- n

IN
We recorrmrid Waltham Watches
because we believe them to be the
Lest. Our stock offers a wide
sortment of

GOLD AND SILVER

FILIGREE

-

S.

"It's Time You Owned a Waltham."
ye will show you the exquisitely thin model Walthams of
the Colonial
Series
and will
name the Waltham movement
best suited to your

Canteloupes

SPITZ,

3

The Jeweler

lstFor

Rent

Are You Going
to Build

MARKET

i

Baskin-McGreg-

lf

j

For Rent

August 5th

'

j

6 Room House, Furnished or Not.
116 College Street.

,0

Ol

Street, with Bath and

Varieties

Cut Flowers-- All

Range. Furnished or Not.

I

25c

for

HMD '5

5 Room House, Johnson

Careful Attention.

JAMES C. McCON VERY,

'9 MARKET

Come in and talk wctch with us. It will
r.ot obligate buying and it may profit you
much.
He will explain what constitutes
B good

I

to

Separate
Mail Orders

Waltham Watches

August

SWEET PEAS

tac-!tjn- g

DAVID LOWITZKI

CLARENDON

GARDENS.

Phone

12.

rt
Plumbing Fixtures and our
fail
to
never
workmen
give
satisfaction. Illustrated literature always on hand.
,
ex-pe-

j

.

o

OR SALE BY

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

;

SANTA FE, N. M.

i

STOE

BE
OlQ

11

i

dismissed forthwith.
The New Dress, a Biograph and a
good one. See It tonight at the Elks'.
Sale on Saturday The Ladies' Aid
Society of St John's Methodist Epis- copal church will hold a sale of home m
cooked dainties in the Hickox build- - tm
ing on the south side of the plaza, INS
Ion Saturday, beginning at 10:30 a. m.
Mile
Eight
Country Flooded
Fight Mile Country, on the Chaves- Lincoln county border, was under

New Soft Hats I

New Soft Hats!

"A FINE SOFT HAT DISPLAY, SURELY."

k

SsHats

These are Soft Hat Days, and Soft
Hats were never so popular as they
are today. There are so many new
shapes that are in good form : : :
for the Conservative Dresser' and

--

Quality goal tn
bef on the braad

Hats for the Smart Young Fellow
THE BEST HATTERS BEST HATS. S2.50. S3.50 AMD S5.00
-
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